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Vertebrates aim their noses at regions of interest and sniff in order to acquire olfa
trace signals that carry information on food, reproduction, kinship, danger, etc. Inv
brates likewise position antennae in the surrounding fluid to acquire such signals.
of the fluid dynamics of these natural sensing processes has been examined pie
but the overall topic of sniffing is not well investigated or understood. It is, how
important for several human purposes, especially sampling schemes for sensors t
chemical and biological traces in the environment. After establishing some backg
a general appraisal is given of nature’s accomplishments in the fluid dynamics of sn
Opportunities are found for innovation through biomimicry. Since few artificial (“e
tronic”) noses can currently sniff in the natural sense, ways are considered to help
sniff effectively. Security issues such as explosive trace detection, landmine de
chemical and biological sniffing, and people sampling are examined. Other sniffin
plications including medical diagnosis and leak detection are also considered. S
research opportunities are identified in order to advance this topic of biofluid dyna
Though written from a fluid dynamics perspective, this review is intended for a
audience.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1891146g
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1 Introduction
Sniffing for chemical traces is as old as nature itself. It do

nates the lives of most animal species, relegating touch, he
and sometimes even vision to lower status. Animals depen
olfaction for food, reproduction, kin recognition, and danger a
f1g. The first three of these require little sniffing in humans,
recognizing danger is still very important to us in the 21st cen

The study of olfaction is a well-established scientific discipl
but hardly a stagnant one. Zwaardemaker’s book on verte
olfaction f2g already listed over 200 references in 1895, but at
writing, researchers R. Axel and L. B. Buck have just b
awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine for their research on od
receptor genetics. Some of the many recent surveys of the fie
given in Refs. 1 and 3–6. These authors discuss olfaction from
perspectives of neuroscience, psychology, zoology, chem
anatomy, and communication. Few, however, have include
perspective of fluid dynamics.

But fluid dynamics is central to olfaction, and it is theref
surprising that sniffing flows have not attracted much attentio
date. Biofluid dynamics has been mainly concerned with
larger themes of blood flow, respiration, and external locomo
flows f7,8g, and has left the fluid dynamics of sniffing mos
unexplored.

Hence the time is right to investigate this topic, especiall
that—until recently—no technology could begin to emulate
animal nose. Now, however, we have artificial or “electron
nosesf9,10g with substantial and growing capabilities. They n
samplers—sniffers—of comparable aptitude.

The closely related issue of chemical trace sampling has
wise received little attention. S. F. Hallowell, head of the U
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Department of Homeland Security’s Transportation Security
said “Chemists have been so fixed on detector developmentfthatg
that’s exactly what we got: very well-developed detectors
have no front ends. We’re going to have to reach out to o
disciplines to develop novel sampling systems”f11g. Fluid dy-
namics is the principal discipline that must fulfill this need.

1.1 Scope.This is an unusual Freeman Lecture: Rather th
detailed review of a current fluids topic, it attempts to bring
gether several diverse fields—some outside the traditional
realm—in order to introduce a novel biofluid dynamics to
Rather than the culmination of a career, it is an attempt to s
out in a new direction.

Of course, not all chemical sensing methods require fl
dynamic sniffingper se. An early distinction is made here b
tween trace and bulk detection, for example. The latter invo
non-olfactory methods to sense significant quantities of a t
material such as a concealed explosive or other contraband.
direct-contact methods like swabbing can acquire trace sa
without an overt fluid-dynamic step.

A similar distinction is made between standoff and point de
tion f12g. Standoff detection requires physical separation betw
the sensor and the site of interest. In this paper, except fo
scenting and chemical plume tracing, sniffers are considered
point-detection devices.

The well-developed fields—some broader than others—
bear on the present topic include:

1. Biofluid dynamicsf7,8g.
2. Animal olfaction, neurophysiology, and evolution.
3. Artificial olfaction, often called the “electronic nose.”
4. Airborne particle sampling of the sort used to determin

quality f13g. sIn f14g more than 1000 such instrume
manufactured by 240 companies were identified.d
5. Inhalation toxicology, where laboratory animals are used to
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assess human responses to inhaled pollutantsf15,16g.
6. Ventilation, especially inlets and hoods for industrial cap

and local exhaust of fumesf17–20g.
7. Electronics cooling, where high convective heat transfe

curs in confined spacesf21,22g.
8. Aerobiologyf23–25g, “the science of the aerial transport

microorganisms…together with their transfer to the air, th
deposition, and the ensuing consequences…” C. S. Cox
f23g.

9. Analytical chemistry, the science of identifying and qua
fying compounds using laboratory instruments, e.g.,f26g.

1.2 Goals.Lighthill, in the introduction to hisMathematica
Biofluiddynamicsf7g, wrote “The value of seeing any biofluidd
namic problem…against the background of a systematic comp
tive survey of the biological function in question in many differ
groups of animals, can hardly be overestimated.” Such a surv
sniffers is the principal aim of this paper. It is intended for a br
audience, including zoologists, biologists, environmenta
anatomists, and physiologists as well as the fluids commun
also aims to encourage the fluids community to consider olfa
and the olfaction community to include fluid dynamics. The
of sniffers is examined in nature, instruments, and applicat
the state-of-the-art is summarized, and future developmen
projected. It is, in other words, a fluids engineer’s view
olfaction.

2 Fluid Dynamics of Sniffing and Sampling
A brief overview of some pertinent fluid dynamics is given h

as a resource for nonfluids-oriented readers. This is no subs
for a basic fluid mechanics course, but it does include some
tory and a collection of pertinent—if little-known—fluids issu
The breadth of the topic and that of the anticipated audience
cludes mathematical rigor in favor of an approach based on p
cal reasoning, phenomenology, similarity, and scaling.

2.1 Flow Visualization.As elegantly stated by Klinef27g and
Roshkof28g, solutions of the equations of fluid motion have li
ited value without some accompanying phenomenological ins
usually gained from flow visualizationf29g. This marriage of flu
ids, optics, and artistry serves research for purposes of disc
exploration, illustration, qualitative insight, and nowadays qua
tative measurement. Modern flow visualization includes a com
tational element and benefits from both computer and
technology.

The visualization of olfactory flows apparently began w
Paulsenf30g, who placed litmus paper inside the nasal cavity
human cadaver head and caused the head to “inhale” amm
This early surface-flow visualization method revealed elemen
the internal airflow pattern. In the same era, Zwaardemakef2g
observed the flow of breath from the human nostril by wa
moisture condensation on a cold mirror. This method is still us
in modern times,f31g and Fig. 1sad.

More modern attempts to visualize the airflow in the hum
nasal cavity used transparent plastic models ranging in scale
1:1 f32g to 20:1f33g. Computational fluid dynamicssCFDd simu-
lations, e.g.,f16,34g, agreed with experiment in that only a fra
tion of the inspired airflow reaches the olfactory region.

Brueggemann and Jeckstadt also reached that conclus
1938f35g following chemical tracer and dust deposition studie
the nasal cavity of a dog. Dawesf36g used cigarette smoke
visualize the airflow through a thin slice of a dog’s nose betw
clear plastic plates. Such particle visualization is also importa
external airflow studies of chemical plume tracingf37,38g and
ventilation exhaust effectivenessf39g.

Underwater, Teichmann used dye to study the water
through the olfactory lamellae of an eelf40g. Similar visualiza

tions of both the antennule flows of crustaceans and the chemi
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plumes they detect are shown inf41–43g. Invoking fluid-dynamic
similarity, humanf44,45g and lab-rat nasal flow patterns were
amined in water models with dye injection.

In contrast, the optical flow visualization methodssschlieren
shadowgraph, and interferometryf29,46gd were used only once f
olfactory research,f47g and Fig. 1scd. This requires special opti
but has the advantage of imaging air currents without tracer
ticles. A National Research Council study recommends Schl
imaging for the detection of explosive vapor plumesf48g.

In summary, there is a wealth of resources on flow visualiza
f29g that can be used in future olfactory research. Visualiza
should always be done first; it defines the flow phenomena
sets the stage for more quantitative and detailed measureme
teaches you the physics of the flow.

2.2 Definitions and Assumptions.Sniffing is sampling th
surrounding fluid by olfaction, and a sniffer is the apparatu

Fig. 1 Examples of olfactory flow visualization in nature. „a…
condensed moisture traces of a rat sniffing on a Zwaardemaker
mirror, a form of surface flow visualization, courtesy F. Bojsen-
Møller, and „b… tracer particles disturbed by a dog sniffing a
horizontal surface, and „c… schlieren image of the exhalation
from a dog’s nose †47‡
calwhether natural or artificial—that sniffs. A sniffer has an external

Transactions of the ASME
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naris, or nostril, and a nasal cavity containing olfactory senso
vertebrates and in artificial nosessthough the latter do not als
breathe.d Invertebrates have their olfactory sensors outside
bodies, but we consider them to be sniffers as well. Sometime
sensor is stationary with respect to a moving fluid, other time
sniffer transports fluid through a stationary sensor apparatu
ther way, mass transfer by fluid flow is required for olfaction

Olfaction is the sensory detection of an odor or scent, s
chemical signal in the environment. The sources of such ch
cals need not be present for olfaction to occur. Moreover,
trace amounts, not bulk amounts, are required. A trace is a
small chemical signal—sometimes only a few molecules. W
McGann has defined trace detection as “the process of sa
collection, detection, and identification of targeted substance
measurable by any other means.” For present purposes we
no distinction between trace detection thus defined and olfa

Incompressible single-phase fluid flow is assumed throug
this paper. Solid particles, when present, represent a negl
mass fraction. Weak odorant concentrations are passive s
that do not change the gas properties. Reactions between s
and odorants do not alter the energy level of the flow. Th
dimensionals3Dd unsteady flow occurs in the most general se
although lower dimensionality and quasisteady flow are ass
in many practical examples. The flow may be laminar, tra
tional, or turbulent, depending upon a Reynolds number
ranges broadly over the phenomena of interest. Viscosity i
nored in external flows away from surfaces. For internal flow
lumped friction loss is assumed for simplicity. All body forces
neglected. Readers unfamiliar with these assumptions should
sult a basic fluid mechanics text, e.g.,f49,50g.

The equations to be solved, then, are the Navier-Stokes
tions of continuum fluid motion, generally by numerical com
tation and experimental analog. Often, though, the external
of sniffers lend themselves to simpler solutions like potential-
approximations, where fluid rotation is neglected. Softwar
available to do these simple solutions, e.g.,f51g, and some ex
amples are shown later. The underlying theory is covered in fl
texts and does not bear repeating here. However, potentia
theory is inadequate for the flow inside an animal’s nose o
artificial nose, where friction is important. Several comp
Navier-Stokes solutions of such nasal flows in rats, monkeys
people were done by Subramaniam et al.f16g, Kimbell et al.
f52,53g, Kepler et al.f54g, and Kimbell and Subramaniamf55g.

2.3 Modeling and Scaling.A simple modeling exercise ca
help to introduce the key parameters of sniffing. Consider
rudimentary sniffer sampling the atmosphere in Fig. 2.sMuch of
this paper concerns ingenious ways of sample acquisition by
ing, the simplest of which is shown in this figure.d A certain mas
mo of odorant is dispersed in the air within an odor cloud
volume Vo, yielding an average odorant mass concentrationCo
=mo/Vo. A sampler, or nose, approaches the vapor cloud clo
enough that much of the cloud lies within the “reach” of the n
i.e., the maximum distance over which it can induce a signifi
airflow. By inhaling a volumeVi through the nostril at① over
time intervalDt—“sniffing”—the nose transfers odorant fromVo

Fig. 2 Diagram of a basic sniffing process „the actual interior
of a dog’s nose is much more complicated than this …
to its internal sensor chamber, which has a volumeVsc, at a flow
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rateQ=Vi /Dt.
The sniff is caused by a reduction in pressurep2 compared t

ambient pressurep1=pa. The pressure differentialDp=p1−p2 in-
duces the desired airflow. Conservation of mass between st
① and② requires thatU1/U2=A1/A2, whereU is the airspeed an
A is the duct cross-sectional area. The steady-flow energy
tion between stations① and②, ignoring any heat transfer, is

p1

r
+

U1
2

2
=

p2

r
+

U2
2

2
+ gshf + Shmd s1d

whereg is gravitational acceleration andr is the gas density. Th
familiar relation reveals that wall-friction lossesghf and “minor”
lossesgShm occur at the expense of the fluid kinetic energy in
the nose, and are balanced by the pressure differential acc
to

Dp = p1 − p2 =
rKsU2

2 − U1
2d

2
s2d

whereK is a lumped nondimensional loss coefficient expres
the sum of wall friction plus any duct losses caused by su
expansions, contractions, bends, etc.K is not knowna priori for a
complicated nasal passage, but it can be evaluated from Es2d
using basic pressure and velocity data from experimen
computations.

This textbook material stresses to artificial nose designer
importance of minimizing the minor losses. Each of these w
a portion of the velocity head 1/2rU2, and such flow energy lo
must be made up by the lung or blower or pump that drives
sniffing processssee Sec. 5.3.2d. Narrow flow constrictions ar
also lossyf45g. Inside an animal, too many minor losses over
the lungs and impede olfaction, if not respiration itselff56g. In an
artificial nose, after the airstream has been sampled and in
gated, adiffuser is needed to recapture the potential energy o
flow before it is discharged to the atmosphere.

Returning to Fig. 2, if no extraneous unscented air is inh
andVscøVo, then the odorant concentration in the sensor ch
ber is simplyCsc=Co. Of course this is unlikely, for in reality th
nose also inhales some extraneous ambient airVa, thus reducin
the concentration of odorant in the sensor chamber by a sam
efficiency factorhs,Va/Vi. The sensed odorant concentrat
then, isCsc=hsCo. Other inefficiencies can occur, such as sig
loss to the walls of the nasal passages. When particles are p
in the odorant cloud, they may also be lost during sniffing
settling or impactionf57g. Realistically, then, the odorant conc
tration Csc in the sensor chamber is often much less thanCo,
which itself is usually tenuous in the environment. In other w
there is an “impedance mismatch” due to poor sampling
ciency, by analogy with the transfer of electrical energy.

Large impedance mismatches in sniffers are often dealt wi
preconcentration, in which a fractionms of the odorant massmo is
sampled, usually by being adsorbed or impacted upon a su
during the sniff, and the large original volume of airVi is dis-
carded.sThe additional apparatus and ductwork required to do
are not shown in Fig. 2.d After the capture, artificial noses us
much smaller volume of carrier gasVp to collect the odoran
mass, which is thermally desorbed from the surface, and con
to the sensor chamber. This process takes time, but yields
concentration factorhp=Vi /Vp as large as 1000 or more, grea
ameliorating the impedance mismatch. Natural noses
evolved the ability to sense trace odorants directly via the se
tissue upon which they collect: a much-faster and more ele
approach.

Having arrived at an odorant concentrationCsc in the senso
chamber by sniffing, noses sense the odorant by way of a c
cal reaction. In nature, odorant molecules interact directly
receptor cells mediated by a mucous layer, for example. Tru
tificial noses mimic this, while other man-made detector ty

usually interrogate the captured odorant by spectroscopy. The

MARCH 2005, Vol. 127 / 191
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natural response to odorant concentration is the psychoph
power lawsStevens’ lawd R,Csc

n , wheren is less than 1 and
dependent upon the particular odorant speciesf58,59g.

Now from a different viewpoint, the total odorant massms
sampled during the sniff is given by

ms = hs ·Q ·Co · Dt s3d

This shows that higher sniffing flow rates and longer sniffs
creasems. But does that mean greater olfactory sensitiv
Stuiver f44g reasoned that a higher flow rate reduces odo
dwell time upon the receptors and thus elicits less olfactor
sponse. Mozell et al. and Hahn, Scherer, and Mozellf58,60g fur-
ther noted that increasingQ by raisingDp with fixed Dt in olfac-
tion studies also increasesVi and changes several variables
once, causing confusion. The design of the sensor chambe
bears upon this questionsdiscussed in Sec. 5.3d.

A longer sniff at the same flow rate, however, clearly d
expose the receptors to more odorant mass according to
simple quasisteady-state modelswhich neglectsadaptation, the
loss of sensor response with timed. Dogs can do this in case
weak or inaccessible scents by taking 1/2 Hz “long sniffs
place of their normal,5 Hz sniff ratef47,61–63g.

Finally, the Reynolds number Red=Ud/n governs the nature
this flow, whered is the nasal passage diameter andn is the
kinematic viscosity of the air. Below Red,2000–3000, lamina
flow is expected in simple ducts, though not necessarily in
complicated nasal passages ofmacrosmaticanimals—those wit
keen olfactory powers. Sincen is roughly constant at about 1
310−5 m2/s for air in the near-ambient temperature range,
Reynolds number varies mainly with airflow rateQ and physica
scaled. The anterior nasal passages of terrestrial vertebrates
from about 1 mm diameter in the ratf64g to a centimeter or mor
in the largest animals. Given rat respiratory flow rates in
100 ml/min–900 ml/min range, a typical Red is about 350 an
laminar nasal flow is assumedf53g, at least initially. In humans
however, the issue is controversialf45g.

Underwater,n is an order of magnitude smaller than in air
the pertinent length scale is also often much reduced.
chemosensory hairssaesthetascsd of crustaceans, for example, o
erate with Red,1, where the interplay of fluid viscosity and
ertia is delicately balanced,f65g and Chap. 15 off66g.

2.4 Potential-Flow Inlets.The potential flow approximatio
mentioned earlier, naturally describes the flow of ideal fluids
suction orifices like the nostrils of present concern. We can e
ine external sniffing airflows by simple means, so long as R
large and both wall friction and flow separation are either avo
or ignored. Ventilation engineering takes major advantage o
as is detailed in several referencesf17–19,67,68g.

In brief summary, potential flow theory reveals that a sim
inlet is not directional. Wile E. Coyote’s ACME vacuum clea
may suck in all sorts of objects from a distance, but that
works in the cartoon world. In reality an inlet draws fluid equ
from all available directions, so its influence drops rapidly w
distance. Consequently, except for the case of airborne
plumes, sniffing is not a stand-off activity and proximity is ess
tial for a nose to acquire a localized scent.

Potential flow also explains the inefficiency of a simple fr
standing pipe as an air inlet: Even when aimed at somethin
draws air equally from behind as well as from in front. It furt
has a high loss coefficient, 0.93, meaning that it wastes 93%
velocity head 1/2rU2. A flanged inlet, Fig. 3sad is an improve
ment: The forward reach is extended by excluding any su
from the rear hemisphere. Still, the sharp-edged inlet orifice
loss coefficient of 0.49. Whether a nose is powered by lung
batteries, such an unnecessary pressure loss is a burden.

Nature abhors sharp edges in favor of smooth, bulbous,
dynamic nostril inlets like the one shown in Fig. 3sbd. Also called

a bellmouth, this inlet has a very small loss coefficient. Here is a
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important design principle for artificial noses: avoid the sh
edge and the step change in area. It is the natural thing to d

A definition of the “reach” of an inlet is the size of the reg
upwind of the inlet from which all of the fluid is ultimately ca
tured f19g. In Fig. 2, in order for the sampling efficiencyhs to
approach unity, the reach of the sniffer shown must at leas
compass the entire odorant cloud. Industrial local-exhaust ve
tion has the same problem: The exhaust hood must reach
collect fumes from welding, for example, and not let any esc
Given the limited reach of a potential-flow inlet, this is quit
challenge. For the case of Fig. 2, approximated as a simple
flow, the induced airspeedu=Q/pr2 drops linearly with distancer
forward of the nostril inlet.

Potential-flow inlets scale up or down geometrically with
regard for nondimensional numbers like Re, so the reach
inlet also grows linearly with its diameterd because Q
=pd2U1/4. This works against the small-diameter tubing use
wand-type leak samplers, e.g.,f69g. They have little reach even
the extremeU1 corresponding to choked flow, and must be ph
cally inserted into an odorant cloud to sample it.

2.5 Turbulent Jets. There is a key distinction between
behavior of potential-flow inlets just described and fluid j
while inlets are omnidirectional, jets can be vectored. Aim a
jet in a certain direction and it maintains that direction in still
The “reach” of a jet, then, is many times longer than the reac
an inlet having the same flow rateQ. Jets thus project fluid m
mentum at a distance.

The turbulent jet literature is vast. Useful surveys of it
present purposes are found in Chap. 4 off17g and inf70–72g. The
recent discovery of synthetic jets is also pertinentf73g.

A jet entrains fluid from all directions perpendicular to its a
which causes it to grow linearly in diameter with increasing
tance downstream. The volumetric entrainment rate of turb
jets is approximately 0.25x/A1/2, wherex is the distance from th

Fig. 3 Streamlines „arrowed … and equipotential lines „solid …

for „a… a flanged, sharp-edged inlet and „b… a bulbous “natural”
bellmouth inlet. „These planar 2D potential flow solutions are
shown only for illustration purposes …
nnozzle andA is the nozzle cross-sectional areaf70g.
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When a jet impinges upon a solid surface it tends to attach
to exhibit starting impinging jet behaviorf74g. Free jets imping
upon surfaces to become wall jetsf75g.

Even though jets seem at first antithetical to the present go
sniffing, they can be useful on at least two counts. First the
jet-assisted olfaction, where jets help to focus the suction
sniffer in the forward direction to improve its reach, Secs. 4
and 5.2.4. Second is the use of jet momentum to stir up the
ronment, resuspending settled particles and making them ava
for olfaction as shown in Fig. 1sbd.

Phares, Smedley, and Flagan at Caltech have studied the s
topic at lengthf76g. They explored the effects of Red, nozzle
height, and jet velocity profile on particle removal using b
normalf77g and obliquef78g jets, and found that surface partic
respond to the shear stress imposed upon them by jet impacf79g.
Particle removal depends on particle size and jet duration as
f80g. With these results in hand, they examined previous resu
sion theories and proposed a new model. Other recent inve
tors f81g also studied this topic, and onef82g suggested an ana
ogy with heat transfer enhancement by pulsed jets.

In applied experiments in the Penn State Gas Dynamics L
ratory f83g, short-duration air jets from round nozzles imping
upon human subjects whose clothing was contaminate
10-micron-range trace particles of the explosive cy
trimethylene-trinitraminesRDXd. Dislodged particles were co
lectedsSec. 6.3.2d and quantified with results shown in Fig. 4.
addition to the shear-stress mechanism described above, i
detachment of particles also occurs due to jet impact rufflin
the clothing. No matter what the mechanism, though, jet impi
ment has become the principal means of liberating trace par
from people for analysis and detection in a reasonably noni
sive manner.

The quasilinear response shown in Fig. 4 is understanda
that the nozzle-to-person distance was fixed in the experim
and the nozzle exit was sonic. Since jet momentum is conse
an increase in stagnation pressure thus produces a propo
increase in jet momentum, which is thought to be responsibl
inertial particle removal from clothing.

2.6 Particles and Stokes Number.Can particles in a flow
follow streamlines, as molecules do by definition? This questi
answered by considering the nondimensional Stokes numbe
ratio of the aerodynamic response time of a particle to the
acteristic flow time,

Stk=
rp ·dp

2 ·U

18 ·m f ·Lc
s4d

whererp is particle density,dp is diameter,m f is fluid viscosity,
and Lc is a characteristic length, such as the size of a flow

Fig. 4 Portal results of liberated RDX particle mass as a func-
tion of impinging-jet stagnation pressure †83‡
struction. AsStkapproaches 0, particles have no significant inerti
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and they faithfully follow streamlines, but forStk greater tha
about 1, impaction of particles upon obstructions is likely. Th
the basis of devices calledimpactorsthat collect particles from
flowing fluids.

Consider airborne particles of unit specific gravity and 10mm
diameter, having masses of about a nanogram each.U
=30 m/s andLc=1 m, roughly the speed of a car and the siz
its windshield, thenStk=0.009 and the subject particles will
likely to flow around the windshield without striking it. But
Lc=5 mm, the diameter of the radio antenna, thenStk=1.8 and
impaction is much more likely. Calculations like this are usefu
the design of particle collectors, the loss of particles during tr
port in tubes, particle settling time, terminal speed, and the d
sition of inhaled particles in the nose and lungsf57,84–86g.

2.7 Advection Versus Diffusion.Advection is bulk fluid mo
tion whereas diffusion is the molecular spreading of one fluid
another without bulk motion. These distinct phenomena are
confused in the olfaction literature. In Feynman’sf87g classic
classroom example gone wrong, diffusion is taught by open
bottle of ammonia and waiting for the student in the back o
room to say “I smell it.” But if diffusion is the only transpo
mechanism, he will not smell it by the end of the class, or eve
end of the semester. In reality, the ammonia molecules are qu
transported by the advection of air currents around the room
by thermal convection currents generated by the people i
room.

This point is often made but the confusion persists, even th
it may be just an imprecise choice of terms. Airborne odor tr
port in the nasal cavities of vertebrates has been attribut
diffusion f3,88,89g, but that too is unlikely.

Vogel draws an elegant comparison between diffusion an
vection for a popular audiencesf90g, p. 182d. Diffusion only
works over short distances and thus depends on the size
flow in question, “But even in air, diffusion remains glacially sl
for what we regard as ordinary distances.”

The relative rates of advective versus diffusional transpo
fluids are described by the nondimensional Péclet num
Pé=LcU /D, where D is the diffusion coefficient of an odora
molecule in the fluid of interest. When Pé=1, the rates are e
Returning to the rat’s-nose example of Sec. 2.3, letLc=1 mm and
U,5 m/s f53g. Diffusion coefficients of typical odorant mo
ecules in air are broadly in the range of 0.1–0.3 cm2/s f91g, yield-
ing a rat’s-nose Péclet number of several hundred. Only at m
lower airspeeds and length scales can diffusion matter in
sniffing example. But there are certainly cases where diffu
matters in olfactory sensing, such as lobster “sniffing”f92,93g.

Griffy f94g calculated the time required for a trinitro-tolue
sTNTd bomb to produce a saturated TNT vapor level in a room
pure diffusion: hundreds of days. He concluded that airborn
plosive vapor detectors are unlikely to succeed unless the
orders of magnitude more sensitive than needed to detect eq
rium vapor levels. But let us not abandon vapor detection
gether, so long as there are air currents to convey the signa
sniffers poking their noses into nooks and cranniesssee also Se
5.2.2d.

2.8 Vortex Flow. The potential-flow vortex is a rotating flo
with a strength determined by its core singularity. It has no ra
velocity, circular streamlines, and a circumferential velocity fi
that dies off as the inverse of radius from the core. Vortex fl
are covered in elementary fluids textbooks, but see also L
scholarly bookf95g that appeals to a broad audience.

What relevance do vortices have to sniffing? At least one
made sniffer uses an apparent vortex as its operating prin
f96g. The puffs on either side of the dog’s nose in Fig. 1sbd are the
starting vortices of impinging nostril jets. The bellmouth no
flowfield of Fig. 3sbd is produced by twin counter-rotating vortic
shidden inside the nostrilsd, and so on. Vortices are everywher

a One vortex of special interest is theintakeor inlet vortex. There
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are photos of vortex cores extending from the idling jet engine
parked aircraft, touching the ground like mini tornadoes and s
ing up debris. It is a common fallacy that the jet engine create
own inlet vortexf97g, but researchers in E. M. Greitzer’s lab
Massachusetts Institute of Technology have demonstrated
cross breeze is also requiredf98g in all cases except those of inle
with swirl vanesf99g. The cross breeze sheds a line vortex f
the engine inlet lip that turns downward and attaches to
ground.

The inlet vortex can be duplicated on a tabletop using a vac
cleaner and fan according to Stongf100g. This instructive demon
stration is not difficultsFig. 5d, but its stability is greatly improve
if one places a screen or flow straightener after the fan prod
the cross breeze.

2.9 Frequency of Animal Sniffing. Although dependab
fluid-dynamic data on olfaction are rare, enough exist to esti
the nondimensional sniffing frequency of at least a few anim
This is the Strouhal number, Str=fd/U. For the rat, dog, an
human, respectively, the available data are approximately a
lows: dimensional sniffing frequencyf =10, 5, and 2 Hz, chara
teristic nostril dimensionsd=1, 7, and 13 mm, and characteris
airspeedU=8, 5, and 3 m/sf33,47,53,89g. These values yiel
Strouhal numbers of about 0.008 for the dog and human
0.0014 for the rat. Thus sniffing is a slow process compared t
flapping of animal appendages for propulsion, where Stro
numbers are up to two orders of magnitude larger. A quasiste
flow approximation is justified in the analysis of sniffing airflo
f33g at this low frequency. It may be that animal sniffing rates
based, at least in part, on the need to provide sharp gradie
odorant rather than a constant odorant level to the olfactory
sors. Adaptation works against high sensitivity in the limit as
sniffing rates approaches zero.

3 Traditional Sampling Issues and Methods
Sampling the environment is important to society. So much

been written on this topic, including several thorough revie
that it serves the present purpose only to give a brief over
with some key references, noting the issues relevant to sniffi

3.1 Airborne Particle Sampling. The U.S. Clean Air Ac
controls particles in the atmosphere in order to protect p
health and prevent environmental damage. Airborne particu
in the,10 mm sPM10d and,2.5 mm sPM2.5d aerodynamic diam
eter range are regulated by law according to National Ambien
Quality Standards. Compliance is monitored by samplers
draw in ambient air and collect the airborne particles by an
several means, including impactors, cyclones, filters, and ele
static precipitatorsf13,25,101,102g.

Fig. 5 Inlet vortex into a vacuum cleaner hose with a cross
breeze, visualized by coating the ground plane with talcum
powder
The aspiration efficiency of these sampling inlets is one con
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cern, since they must sample a representative population o
borne particles. Isokinetic sampling helps to accomplish this.
door samplers also require inlets that are insensitive to the
direction. Rooftop inlets are often symmetric about a vertical
for this reason, while thin-walled sharp-edged inlet tubes ca
shrouded to make them less sensitive to variable wind direc
There are many commercial samplers available, from the l
min range up to about a 19 liters/s flow rate for large roo
modelsf84g.

Aside from filtration f101g, impaction sSec. 2.5d is the mos
common means of separating the particles from the airstrea
these samplersf13,84,102g. Multistage impactors further class
particles into several size ranges. This matters in air pollu
measurement but is not an issue in olfaction; a single-stag
pactor can sample all the particles above a minimum diam
together if purely for chemical detection.

A dog’s nose collects particles by impaction in the nasal v
bule region, where the respiratory mucosa are moist and s
f103g. Preventing impacted particles from bouncing or blow
off is likewise an issue in man-made impactors, where a
variety of sticky coatings is usedf13,84,102,104g.

Another approach is the virtual impactor, which preconcent
particles in the sampled airstream by a factor of 6:1, 20:1f84g or
even 25:1f105g. The particles remain airborne, which helps tra
port them to an analyzing instrument. Design rules for vir
impactors are given inf84g.

Other than inert particles, there are also bioaerosols t
sampledf12,25,106–108g. With such a bewildering array of sp
cies already present in the air, detecting a biological warfar
tack is a problemf109g. The sampling step must not harm th
live airborne particles, since a culture is often required to ide
them f110g. The analysis step may also require a liquid sam
like that provided by impingers and some cyclone samplers
rification may be needed, and a high sample concentrati
called for f12g.

3.2 Indoor Sampling. Indoor air quality considers the a
verse health effects of smoking, sick building syndrome, ins
cient ventilation, etc.f111–113g. Airborne sampling indoors beg
with the realization that the dangerous pollution sources are
our noses, including chlorinated water, dry-cleaned clothes, m
balls, air fresheners, cooking, paint strippers, solvents, radon
and especially tobacco smokef112g. Large government-sponsor
studies like Particle Total Exposure Assessment Methodo
sPTEAMd f114–116g in the United States and others abr
showed that personal PM10 exposure levels measured by la
samplers are significantly higher than either outdoor or in
levels measured by fixed samplers.

3.2.1 Personal activity cloud or human boundary lay
Without questioning the results or significance of PTEAM, he
an alternative fluid-dynamic interpretation. A “personal acti
cloud” was proposed by PTEAM investigators as the source o
measured discrepancy in exposure levelsf116,117g. Wallacef118g
explains: “It is almost as if the participants were walking abou
their own personal cloud of particles, a sort of Pigpen effect,
the character in thesCharles Schulzd Peanutscomic strip.”

The cloud analogy and the comic-strip reference are sadly
leading, though, for what actually happens is not a cloud at a
rather a rising thermal boundary layer that separates to form
human thermal plumesFig. 6sad f46gd. It was first shown by Clar
and Coxf24g, Lewis et al.f119g, and Clark and Edholmf120g that
the temperature difference between people and ambient air
a natural-convection boundary layer beginning at the feet
separating from the head and shoulders. Thus the “cloud” an
overlooks the strong vertical transportsU,0.25 m/s,Q up to
50 liters/sf121gd in the airflow about a person. This transport
only presents floor-level contaminants to one’s breathing zon
also entrains the surrounding air and its particle burden at all

-levels below the breathing zone. Quotingf122g, “The natural con-
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vection boundary layer around the human body is capab
transporting particles such as dust, skin scales, pollens, and
and provides a link in the chain of airborne infection.”

A second problem with the PTEAM interpretation is its dis
gard for the role of human skin flakes: “body cloud emiss
are…not considered here as a component of the personal ac
cloud effect” f117g. In fact, human skin is easily the most pre
lent particulate in the human thermal boundary layer and plum
complete layer of human skin is desquamated every 1–2
f24g, releasing a million skin scales/min with a 14mm average
diameter and a size range of 5–50mm (see Fig. 6sbd f123,124g).
Most inhaled air comes from the human boundary layer that
tains these particles, from which 6000 to 50,000 5–50mm
particles/liter of air enter the human nose. Most clothing is
meable to this particle stream. Ordinary house dust is found u
microscopic examination to consist of 70%–90% human
flakes covered with microorganisms. According to Syrotuckf125g,
if you walk at 1 1/3 m/ss3 mphd you leave behind 500 sk
flakes/m. The weight of this evidence on the significance of
flakes in the human microenvironment ought to be hard to ig
ssee alsof125–128gd.

Moreover, human skin flakes contain mitochondrial DNA, e
though they have no cell nuclei and thus no nuclear DNAf129g.
We thus continuously shed gross samples of our mitochon
DNA into the surrounding air. Anthropologists sequencing
remnants of ancient mitochondrial DNA must be scrupulou

Fig. 6 „a… Schlieren image of the rising boundary layer and
thermal plume from a human being „L. J. Dodson … †46‡ and „b…
scanning electron microscopy image of a desquamated human
skin flake, H. A. Gowadia †123,124‡. According to Syrotuck
†125‡, “They are cornflake in shape which gives them an aero-
dynamic characteristic.”
avoid contamination from their own airborne skin. We cannot sup
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press this shedding of our DNA, and collecting it for analys
certainly possible according to principles to be described
sSec 6.3d. Ethical questions about this possibility remain to
resolved, however.

Meanwhile note that a thorough study of the airflow in
human breathing zone, including flow visualization, quantita
measurements, and CFDf130g has apparently not been done,
there is much still to learn about the reach of inhalation, the
etration of exhaled nostril jets, particle intake, and the prope
cation of personal samplers. Where to locate a personal sa
on a breathing person, considering the nose inlet flow and up
boundary layer motion, still remains an open question. In see
proof that nothing is sacred, even intranasal samplers are u
sample incoming particles inside human nostrils, thus avo
this pitfall f131g.

3.2.2 Personal samplers. Referencesf14,15g describe th
state-of-the-art of small battery-powered personal samplers
worn by human subjects for particle exposure monitoring in s
ies like those just described and in industrial hygiene assessm
Typically a battery-powered diaphragm pump draws in
sampled air at a few liters/min through a sorbent tube, filter
pactor, or cyclone. The inlet is usually connected by tubing to
pump, and is attached to a subject’s collar or lapel to sa
breathing-zone air. A miniaturized five-stage personal cascad
pactor is availablef132g to classify particle sizes. The SKC C
poration’s Button Sampler is a collar-clip filter sampler wit
porous curved-surface inlet having low wind sensitivityf133g.

Mannequins are used to test personal samplersf134,135g, but
they do not always properly simulate people. A department-
mannequin is the worst case, for it has neither body heat no
flakes and it cannot breathef136g. Human subjects are thus pr
erable to mannequins here and in any experiments involvin
human thermal boundary layer and plume.

3.2.3 Hand vacuums. Hand vacuums are simple, versat
filter-type “dustbuster” sniffers. They see regular use in sam
the clothing and luggage of aircraft passengers. The filter
made of cellulose fibers, glass or quartz fibers, membranes,
carbonate pore material, or plastic foam. In security screenin
filter is removed and heated in a desorber, driving off colle
traces to be detected, usually, by an ion mobility spectrom
f137g.

3.2.4 Wand-type sniffer probes. Wand-type sniffer probe
were singled out in Sec. 2.4 for their short reach. Neverthel
simple probe or wand at the end of a hose is a popular w
poke around and sniff for something. Leak detectors often
wands for gas collection and they are considered prior art in
eral inventions, e.g.,f138g. A search of the technical and pat
literature for the term “sniffers” mostly yields such leak-detec
equipment with long hoses and hand-held, pointed wand
tended to pinpoint leaksf69,139g. In one case a filter at the end
a long hand-held hose samples particles in clean room en
mentsf140g, while in another a heated probe tube feeds a por
gas sampling systemf141g. A person probing with a sniffer wan
is like an elephant exploring with its trunk: Both animals are
bulky to get into tight places without the aid of an olfactory
tension tube.

3.3 Outdoor Sampling.Sniffing outdoors raises further co
plicating issues having to do with flight, the weather, and ch
cal plumes.

3.3.1 Sampling by flight vehicles. Sampling by flight vehicle
involves a mobile sniffer moving rapidly through a relatively
mobile atmosphere. Man-made flight platforms for air samp
range from miniature unmanned aerial vehiclessUAVsd f142–145g
to full-sized aircraftf146–148g. Beginning in the 1970s, NASA
5.5 m-wingspan Mini-Sniffersf149g pioneered UAV sampling o

-the atmosphere at high altitudes. Since then the potential of UAVs
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for biological agent detection has been exploredf144,145g, and a
recent Defense Advanced Research Projects Administr
sDARPAd program spawned microair vehicles that could be s
larly employed for sniffingf142,150g.

In contrast, take the current Intercontinental Chemical Tr
port Experiment-North America as an example of sampling f
full-scale aircraftf151g. Its principal flight vehicle, the NASA
Dryden DC-8, bristles with sampling probes of all sorts. Five
shown in Fig. 7f146,147g. Most of these feature shrouded inl
to minimize flow angularity effects, after Kiel’s original shroud
Pitot probe from the early days of aeronauticsf152g.

In principle, it appears easy enough to extend a tube throu
airplane window and sample the air. Some further design re
ments are obvious, like mounting the probe on a strut to g
outside the airplane’s boundary layer. For chemical species
upper atmosphere, though, there is the concern that they will
with the walls of the tube. Particle sampling is an even gre
concern: Recalling the Stokes number from Sec. 2.5, whenU is
hundreds of m/s it becomes hard to prevent particles from im
ing inside the probe rather than being conveyed to the instrum
inside the aircraft. Likewise the airflow angle with respect to
probe axis is not well known. These issues combine to mak
borne sampling probe design challenging.

Wind-tunnel testsf153g are often used to verify that new pro
types can achieve isokinetic sampling and deliver a true pa
sample. A good reference summarizing inlet probe design fo
craft samplers isf154g. The topic is revisited in Sec. 4.3.13, wh
we will see how birds solve this problem.

3.3.2 Micrometeorology. In nature, sniffing must take pla
outdoors under all manner of weather conditions. Sun or clo
calm, steady, or gusty winds; moisture levels; the temperatur
the air and terrain, all play a role. The broad field of microme
rology f155,156g is not reviewed here, rather just a few iss
pertinent to sniffing.

First, consider the windf157g. The lowest atmospheric level
a turbulent planetary boundary layersPBLd that we perceive a
wind. Meteorological calm, 2.2 m/s or 5 mph, is still a signific
breeze for bioaerosolsf107g, insects, and even people, whose t
mal plumes become wakes at a much-lower airspeedsSec. 6.3d.
Sniffers operate in the smallest local regime of micrometeoro
the bottom 2 m or so of the PBL’s roughness layerf156g. Even so
ill winds readily disrupt sniffing by dispersing chemical tra

Fig. 7 Sampling inlet probes on the NASA-Dryden DC-8, „a…
heated, Teflon-lined PANAK probe, „b… U. Hawaii shrouded
probe †147‡, „c… nacelle-mounted ATHOS probe †146‡, „d… wing-
tip mounted aerosol scattering spectrometer probes, and „e…
shrouded POPS probe „NASA photos …
f158g. Moths, for example, cannot track pheromone plumes whe
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the breeze is too stifff159g. On the other hand wind interactio
with obstacles offer opportunities for olfaction, such as snif
the recirculating flow downstream of a buildingf160g.

Moisture levels are still another matter. Although the effec
temperature and humidity on human olfaction is controve
f59g, various investigatorsf161,162g show that an increased s
moisture level generally aids olfactory trace detection by anim
whether of buried food or land mines. Extreme aridity, on
other hand, may so dry the mucous membranes of a dog’s n
to inhibit olfaction.

Also there is the issue of the buoyant odor-bearing the
plume f70,155,163–165g. As an example, consider the followi
landmine detection scenariof125,166g: The surface temperatu
of the soil varies some 30°C daily, depending on local condit
This desorbs some trace explosives—where present—from
soil surface over a buried landmine, creating an airborne v
signal. What becomes of this signal, however, depends on
crometeorology. On sunny days a strong temperature gradie
velops above the soil, which can be 40°C hotter than dese
This produces unstable thermal convection, transporting any
orbed explosive vapor upward and away. Measurements sho
typical thermals arise from surface areas of 1 or more m2, rise a
speeds of about 1/4 m/s, and occur at frequencies in the ran
4/min f155g. Visualized thermalssFig. 8 f167gd show typica
mushroom-shaped convection cells. Under such adverse mic
teorological conditions no stable layer of trace explosive ca
expected above a buried landmine.

The situation improves, though, from sunset until morning

Fig. 8 Schlieren images of high-Rayleigh-number thermal
convection from a suddenly heated horizontal surface, simulat-
ing the earth at sunup on a windless day, courtesy J. C. Mol-
lendorf †167‡. „a… Early thermals, „b… a forest of starting thermal
plumes develops, with both their crowns and stalks visible, and
„c… fully developed thermal convection field. These pictures
compliment those in the literature using tracer-particle visual-
ization. Here an integrated view is shown, though one can
imagine the depth effect
nstable boundary layer often forms above cool soil in the summer.
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Through the night, explosive vapor from buried landmines
accumulate in this layer. Thus mines are most detectable d
the evening, night, and early morning in calm weather when
ground is moist.

Given a prevailing wind, however, the situation is dramatic
complicated by mixed free and forced convection, both unsta
ary and fully turbulent. In sunny weather, thermals are she
horizontally and mixed out by turbulence. A light horizon
breeze, less than 1 m/s, is enough to tilt the thermals over si
cantly. For higher wind speeds, forced convection dominates
any explosive vapor from a minefield is quickly diluted and tra
ported away in the PBL. Not even trained dogs can locate
mines under such adverse weather conditions.

3.3.3 Chemical plume tracing. This naturally leads to a rece
“hot” research topic, chemical plume tracing. The ability to fol
tenuous outdoor plumes in nature rewards many animals
food or sex. The fluid dynamics of plumes and how to fol
them is thus a part of sniffing as we define it here. It was als
subject of a recent DARPA/Office of Naval ResearchsONRd pro-
gram that funded multidisciplinary studies to understand chem
plumes in nature and to develop artificial plume tracing syst
More details are available inf41,92,168,169g.

Briefly, much of the research to date concerned insects i
atmosphere and crustaceans in the ocean. The small-scale p
these creatures track are nonetheless large enough that th
nolds number dictates fully turbulent flow. They are highly in
mittent, having large scales comparable to the plume width a
cascade of finer-scale eddiesf41,170g. They spread downstrea
and contain streamwise and cross-stream chemical gradie
their mean structuref43,171–174g.

An animal’s response to this intermittent stimulus is com
cated. Insects and crustaceans have sensory appendages t
vide them with plume informationf42,175,176g. Lobsters, for ex
ample, flick their antennules to sample the environm
f92,93,177g. Both chemical orientationschemotaxisd and flow ori-
entationsanemotaxisd are invokedf175,178,179g. Generally up
wind progress toward the plume source is modulated by turn
sometimes by “casting”f168,180g. Weissburg takes an over
view of the fluid dynamics underlying this animal behaviorf170g.

Robots employ such natural plume-tracing principles with v
ing degrees of success. Man-made chemosensors are cu
inferior to natural ones in terms of speedf169g, but nevertheles
several robotic plume tracers have been developed and
f41,181–185g, including the “Robolobster”f186g.

Standoff detection of small localized chemical plumes is a
rent security concernf48g. Understanding explosive vapor plum
dynamics, for example, is helpful in the development of spe
scopic standoff detectors. Such plumes may have very low
centrations of chemical vaporssee Sec. 2.6d, but they can b
sought and interrogated based on their buoyancy or mome
which drives the trace chemical transport.

These small-scale plumes are in stark contrast to the huge
ral and man-made plumes that have grave environmental an
curity implicationsf187g. They are sometimes visibly tagged w
particles, as in Fig. 9, but also sometimes quite invisible. Se
horrific plume accidents now serve as case studies, including
pal and Chernobylf188–190g. Large-scale computational plum
modeling, e.g.,f191g, is driven by the knowledge that plum
generating weapons of mass destruction are within the gra
terrorists. Plume dispersion in cities, driven by convoluted l
meteorology due to buildings, is especially challengingf192,193g.

4 Nature’s Sniffers and Biomimicry

4.1 Narial Morphology and Evolution. Almost no one ex
cept Negusf194g and Bangf195g has shown enough interest
the external animal nares—the nostrils—to do a morpholo
study. It cannot be done justice here for several reasons, b

least one can take a peripheral look and open a prospectus
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further study. In that the few fluid-dynamic studies of snif
conducted to date have yielded interesting results,
f16,32–34,47,65,92,93,176,196g, there is clearly more to lea
from nature’s broad range of sniffing systems. What man-m
sniffers have to offer thus far is paltry in comparison.

Here we will examine an abridged but representative ph
genic cross section of the animal kingdom, with at least one
ample from each vertebrate classsmammals, birds, reptiles, am
phibians, and fishd, but only examples from the arthropod phyl
of invertebrates. Special emphasis is given to the morpholo
mammalian snifferssFig. 10d. Taxonomic and phylogenic info
mation is obtained fromf197–200g, and anatomical terminolog
f201g is adopted except for a few common-usage lapses.

Nature, over some 300 million years, has explored an
sniffing systems quite thoroughly. Fossil animal DNA was
cently recovered and studied up to about 100,000 years
enough to address some far-reaching evolutionary question
shake up the old phylogeny in placesf202g. For example, from
fossil mitochondrial DNA and other evidence, theCanidaeappea
to have arisen as a distinct family of carnivores s
50 million years agof199,200g. Within this family the wolf, dog
fox, raccoon, bear, weasel, and jackal have nearly identical
trils. TheHyaenidaeappeared separately about the same time
are more closely related to theViverridaeandFelidaethan to dog
according to the DNA recordf200g. Hyenas nonetheless sp
very dog-like muzzles and nares.

Despite all her diversity, though, nature never developed o
our most clever man-made devices: the turbomachine. Be
action remains the natural way to pump fluidsf203g. On this ac
count a small, low-power pump or fan gives artificial olfactio

Fig. 9 Satellite photo of the ash plume from the eruption of
Mount Etna on October 29, 2002. The plume direction is SSE
over eastern Sicily, the city of Siracusa, and the Mediterranean
Sea. The lateral scale is roughly 200 km, and the scale of the
largest visible eddy „i.e., the plume width … is perhaps 10 km.
Photo PIA03733 by the NASA GSFC/LaRC/JPL MISR Team

Fig. 10 An abridged phylogeny of mammals for the study of
external nares evolution. For brevity the common name is
given in place of the scientific species name. Time progresses
nonlinearly from left to right for compactness, and branches
indicate evolutionary divergences of a group „the lower arm …
forfrom the general mammalian stock
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certain advantage over nature’s devices: It can inhale air con
ously and efficiently, and exhale it somewhere else. Even
when it comes to mimicking nature’s olfactory sensors, their fl
dynamic sophistication and their direct connection to the brain
are still far behind.

4.2 Biomimicry. T. H. Huxley said “Sit down before fact as
little child, be prepared to give up every conceived notion, fo
humbly wherever and whatever abysses nature leads, or yo
learn nothing.” Biomimicry is innovation inspired by observ
nature, learning her lessons and deliberately copying them in
made devicesf204g. Here, for example, the study of narial m
phology may lead to better sniffers for the new generatio
artificial noses now becoming available. This dual need for
damental studies of mammalian olfactory systems has bee
ognized by funding agencies including the U.S. National Sci
Foundationf205g.

4.3 Internal-Flow Noses of the Vertebrates.In mammals
and many other vertebrate species, nasal passages lead fr
external naris through a maxillo-turbinate region, past the o
tory mucosa—nature’s sensor chamber—to the nasopharyn
thence to the lungsf3,206g. Olfaction is further aided in som
species by a dedicated olfactomotor systemf63g that drives nostr
motion during sniffing by way of elaborate musculature.

Every species shown in Fig. 10 is macrosmatic except hum
In two cases, mammals of the same order are compared in or
emphasize diverse narial evolution in closely related specie
species shown are also of the infraclassEutheriasplacental mam
malsd except the opossum, a marsupial, who belongs to the
classMetatheria.

One must beware here, given nature’s penchant for mu
functionality, not to confuse other roles with olfaction. Respira
is intimately connected with olfaction in all of the conside
species. Nasal turbinates, for example, are not “turbulators”smix-
ing devicesd, but rather air-conditioning devices for heat a
moisture exchangef36,206–209g. They provide additional olfac
tory surface area and generate vorticity even so. Further co
arises in using the fossil record to trace olfactory evolution, s
fossils do not preserve the soft nasal tissues.

4.3.1 Dog. The dog’s nose is recognized as the gold stan
of olfactory acuity. There are many good sniffers shown in
10, but dogs are easiest to train for olfactory detection. Our cl
animal companions, they are the cheerful butt of endless sn
humor because we cannot appreciate the rich olfactory env
ment as they can. They are the ultimate mobile, instinctive, i
ligent sniffing platforms.

A brief history of canine olfaction research begins in 19
when it was shown experimentally that the majority of inspired
bypasses the olfactory epithelium, which is offset from the m
airway of the nasal cavityf35g. Dawes’ experimentsf36g then
revealed that currents from the main airstream pass freely in
olfactory region during expiration as well. Becker and Kingf210g
likewise found different pathways for inspired and expired
Neuhausf211–213g, however, was the first to carry out extens
research on canine olfactory acuity in the 1950s. He found t
dog can detect 1 mg of butyric acid dispersed throughout 108 m3

of air, i.e., the volume of an entire town. Negusf194,206g made a
broad comparison of olfaction among many species with the
as chief sniffer. Syrotuckf125g examined canine scenting a
tracking in terms of physical and chemical phenomena. He
mated that the detectable “ground scent” left by a human m
last 8–16 h. Zuschneidf61g discovered the long canine snif
Neuhausf89g further examined the anatomy of the nasal pass
and the role of sniffing in olfaction. Schreider and Raabef64g
showed 29 transverse sections through a beagle’s nose, rev
the elaborate scrollwork of the turbinates. Recently Johnston
f214,215g and Williams et al.f216,217g developed laboratory o

factometry for dogs and measured the dog’s response to tra
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chemicalsssee also Sec. 6.1d. Thesen et al.f218g and Steen et a
f219g studied canine olfaction in outdoor tracking experime
Morrison f62g and Johnston et al.f103g reported basic expe
ments on the canine olfactory system, including tomograph
the nasal cavity and a particle deposition study. Most rece
Settles et al.f47g visualized the airflows associated with the
nine external nares during sniffing. Based on this historical re
modern anatomical references now reveal the detailed in
structure of the dog’s nosef220,221g.

The canine external nares are shown in Figs. 11sad and 11sbd.
Negusf194g first noted that mammalian nostrils give direction
the inspired air, then Stoddartf3g found that the nasal swell bo
salar foldd just inside the nostril controls the direction of the
flow into the nose. The high-speed video observations under
Figs. 11sad reveal the opening of an “upper orifice” above the
fold during the inspiration phase of sniffing. Upon expirat
however, this pathway closes, the nostril flaresfFig. 11sbdg, and
air is ejected ventrally and laterally through the midlateral
snasal sulcaed f47g.

Figure 11scd f62g shows the upper and lower airwaysdorsaland
ventral meatusd leading from the external naris into the maxi
turbinate region of the canine nasal cavity. The external naris
tion just described, driven by several olfactomotor musclesf220g,
causes the dorsal meatus to receive inspired air and the v
meatus to deliver the spent air for expiration. The dorsal and
dal direction of the inspired air channels it directly toward
olfactory region of the dog’s nose.

The expired air jets, on the other hand, are vectored b
shape of the “nozzle” formed by the alar fold and the flared no
wings snasal alad, Fig. 11sbd. Thus the external naris acts a
variable-geometry flow diverterf47g. This has three advantag
s1d it avoids distributing the scent source by expiring back tow
it; s2d it stirs up particlesfFig. 1sbdg that may be subsequen
inspired and sensed as part of the olfactory process; ands3d it
entrains the surrounding air into the vectored expired jetsfFigs.
1sbd, 1scd, and 12g, thus creating an air current toward the n
from points rostral to it. This “ejector effect,” shown in Fig. 12
an aid to olfaction: “jet-assisted olfaction,” in other words.

We also observed that the “reach” of the canine nares d
sniffing is up to about 10 cm, though the dog always narrows
distance essentially to zero if allowed. Since the nostril inflo

Fig. 11 External nares of a Golden Retriever „a… during inhale
and „b… during exhale portions of sniffing cycle †47‡, and „c…
solid cast of the nasal cavity of a dog reconstructed from CAT
scans †62‡ „cast provided courtesy T. S. Denny Jr., Auburn
University …
ceomnidirectionalsSec. 2.4d, the detailed spatial distribution of a
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scent source is only discernable when the nose is brough
very close proximity with itf47g. Caninesf218,222g and othe
macrosmatic animalsf223,224g need to “read” detailed olfacto
“messages” such as scent overmarks left by other animals.
ability to do this requiresproximity sniffing, and is analogous
our visual reading of text. So, in order to properly interrog
chemical traces it really is necessary for a dog to poke its
into everyone’s business.

Proximity, however, is not required in air scenting of chem
traces borne by plumes, another canine specialtyf125g. Steen e
al. f219g discovered that an air-scenting bird dog can main
continuous nasal inspiration for up to 40 s. They propose
open-mouth respiration produces a low nasopharyngeal pre
to induce this continuous olfactory airflow.

Negusf194g suggested that macrosmatic mammals sight d
their long snouts to focus upon food they are about to seize
observed, however, that a dog approaching a scent source
ground first scanned its vicinityf47g. Instead of aiming directly a
the source, the nose was instead lowered to close nostril prox
with the ground before reaching the sourcefFig. 12sadg. Then the
dog advanced toward the scent source, pausing when the n

Fig. 12 „a… Schlieren image revealing the “ejector effect” of
expired air jets during canine sniffing that draws in air from a
warm forward scent source and „b… diagram illustrating the re-
gion of expired jet impact upon a ground plane „dotted line …

and the induced airflow caused by jet entrainment †47‡. See
also Fig. 1 „b…
were directly overhead, sniffing all the while. Often the dog
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scanned past the scent source, allowing the expired air je
impinge directly upon it. Finally the nose returned to a pos
directly above the source for a few more sniff cycles. This be
ior promotes visual as well as olfactory inspection and provid
local survey of the spatial scent distribution. It also disturbs
ticles in the vicinity of a scent source by the impingement of
expired air jets.

Syrotuck sees this environmental disturbance during sniffin
an aid to olfactionf125g. Morrison examined the uptake of fi
s0.5 mm–5 mmd charcoal powder inside the dog’s nasal ca
following sniffing f62g. Particles were found predominantly in
anterior nasal cavity ventral to the maxilloturbinates. Howe
upon vigorous sniffing, particles reached as far into the nasa
ity as the olfactory ethmoturbinates. Moist mucosa are impo
here, since moisture is the solvent that carries both vapo
particle-borne chemical traces to the olfactory receptorsf125g.
When the dog’s nose is wet and cold, it can act as both a pa
and a vapor trap.

Finally, the warmth of the expired canine air jets may ac
volatilize latent chemical traces on surfaces. Many biolog
odors vaporize at or near body temperature, and the vapor
sure of TNT, for example, increases by a factor of 4 betwee
and 30°Cf225g.

4.3.2 Cat. The cat’s nose, Fig. 13sad, is in stark contrast wit
that of its canine relatives. Though macrosmatic, the entireFel-
idaefamily socelot, domestic cat, panther, puma, lynx, Asian le
ard cat, caracal, and bay catf226gd appears to lack the variab
geometry and multifunctionality of the canine external na
While a proper aerodynamic study has not been done, almo
nostril motion is observed when the domestic cat sniffs. Clea
sophisticated canine-type nostril is not a prerequisite for olfa
ability, even among carnivores.

4.3.3 Horse. The horseEquus caballusand its relatives ar
odd-toed ungulates and prey animals. They have wide ova
trils and long straight nasal passages allowing a high respir
airflow rate while running, when dilator muscles cause the no
to flare. The nostrils contract upon expiration to produce pr
nent ventrally-expired jets that are visible due to moisture con
sation in winter. Horses sniff to identify food, kin, and sex
status, and to acquire olfactory warnings of the predators tha
suspect are lurking behind every bush. Unlike dogs, horse
their relatives have dry rhinaria.

4.3.4 Pig. The swine nose is spade shaped and has se
uses. Moultonf207g considers it to be a “chemotactile” orga
Like elephants, pigs use their snouts for tasks that their feet c
accomplish. The pig nostril inlet orifice, Fig. 14sad, is well
rounded according to the discussion of Sec. 2.4. In fact, it
simple flanged bellmouth inlet with a hint of an inverted-com
shape.

4.3.5 Cow. Like pigs, cows are members of the great ungu

Fig. 13 External nares of „a… a domestic shorthaired cat and
„b… a burro, Equus asinus , photo by L. J. Dodson
prey orderArtiodactyla, which also includes the antelope, deer,
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goat, sheep, camel, caribou, moose, giraffe, and hippopota
Many of these animals have opposed, laterally oriented, inve
comma-shaped nostrils as seen distinctly in the cow, Fig. 1sbd.
The inverted-comma nostril shape, upon constriction, narrow
air passage to a crescentf194g. This suggests some distant c
nection with the canine midlateral nostril slit, but in fact none
the prey animals has a nostril of sufficient mobility to modu
the airflow in a canine fashion. At least two ungulates, tho
have variable-geometry nostrils for other purposes: The ca
nostrils close to keep out the sand, while the moose’s no
close underwaterf227g.

4.3.6 Bat. The bat’s naris is some two orders of magnit
smaller than that of theBovidaejust discussed. The insectivoro
Little Brown Bat, Myotis lucifugus, common in North America
has broad nostrils with an inverted-comma shape. The elab
nose “leaves” of some bat species are for ultrasonics, thoug
olfaction. The bat’s forwardly oriented nostrils aid olfaction
flight by ram-air sampling. Some bats can discern the edibili
insects they pursue by using “wake olfaction”f3g.

4.3.7 Elephant. The elephant’s trunk is a unique and c
ebrated multipurpose chemotactile organ. Elephants are
macrosmatic even though their external nares and olfactory
cosa are separated by a considerable length of trunk. The tru
only explores proximity scents but also acts as a periscop
directional air scentingf228g. Other trunk functions include gras
ing food, drinking, spraying water, respiration, greeting, hand
tactile operations, trumpeting, and fightingf228g. Its cross sectio
shows two oblong central nasal tubes formed of connective t
and lined with mucosa. These open into the elephant’s naso
nates at their posterior extremityf229g. As noted earlier, the e
ephant is a natural prototype for hand-held wand-type sn
probes.

4.3.8 Rabbit. Glebovskii and Marevskayaf230g found tha
rabbit nostril motion, driven by the narial muscles, is dire
connected with high olfactory brain activity. Inspiration is acco
panied by nostril dilation, reducing airway resistance. “The
andalae nasimove upward while the floor of the nostril sinks.”
sharp rise in airway resistance then signals the onset of expir
Glebovskii and Marevskaya further describe the rabbit n
muscles as “the propriomotor apparatus of the olfactory analy
Zwaardemaker mirror tests by Bojsen-Møller and Fahrenkrugf31g
showed that expired air is directed ventrally and laterally in th
and rabbit, as in the dog. The rabbit’s nose, Fig. 15sad, resemble
a cap over a vectored duct. Little else is known about the m
nostril function of this macrosmatic mammal. A rabbit nos
aerodynamics study along the lines off47g is certainly called for

4.3.9 Human. Our nose is retrograde and microsmatic,
heavily investigated. Sources on human nasal airflow include
popularf231g and scholarlyf232g accounts, historically significa
works f2,233g, and recent review articlesf5,234–236g. The de-

Fig. 14 External nares of „a… a piglet and „b… a calf, photos by
L. J. Dodson
cline of the primate olfactory genes leading up to humankind
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also well documentedf237,238g. Though less elaborate than
other animal noses, our nosefFig. 15sbdg is still sensitive, inter
esting, and comparatively well studied.

Section 3.2.1 described the rising human boundary layer a
particles. We stand erect and our nostrils are directed down
so they inevitably sample this boundary layer, unlike the case
four-legged animal with a long snout. Expired air jets are dire
ventra–rostrally and are usually fast and turbulent, allowing
most no rebreathing of the exhaled airf239g.

Keyhani et al. carried out a steady laminar Navier-Stokes
tion of airflow into the human nasal cavity with Re=610 base
the external-naris hydraulic diameterf240g. Results show that th
internal path taken by inspired air depends upon its entry po
the nostril, with only the anterior tip of the orifice supplying
air that eventually reaches the olfactory epithelium. Becau
this, 90% of the inspired air is not sampled for olfactory con
as already known from work cited earlier. The flowfield compu
by Keyhani et al. was then used to derive an olfaction modelf240g
that yields the odorant mass flux sensed by the nose and add
some of the questions raised in Sec. 2.3.

Subramaniam et al.f16g did a similar CFD solution at R
=1360 for an inhalation toxicology study. Here, recirculating fl
in the nasal vestibule and nasopharynx produced a more-int
overall flow pattern with even less airflow to the olfactory reg

In vitro flow visualization experiments on human nasal aer
namics were described in Sec. 2.1. The appearance of turbu
in some of the resultsf241g, however, raises questions about
laminar-flow CFD simulations just described. A low nostril in
Re does not guarantee laminar flow throughout, especially in
contorted passages, but no turbulent or unsteady CFD resu
currently available.

Finally, Sobel et al.f242g study the neurophysiology of hum
olfaction in vivo, finding that it is not the movement of no
muscles that primes the human brain for olfaction, but rathe
rush of air up the nose. Differences in the airflow rate betw
nostrils cause each nostril to be sensitized to different odoran
each nostril conveys slightly different olfactory information to
brain f242g. Further, sniffing for a scent and actually smellin
activate different brain regionsf243g, and sniffs are modulated
response to odor content, higher odorant concentrations ind
lower-volume sniffsf63g.

4.3.10 Rat. The laboratory rat holds a unique position in
ence. For reasons similar to those given for humans, we kn
lot about rats although, unlike humans, rats are macrosmatic
rats have perhaps 1500 olfactory genes of which only some
are “junk” DNA f237g.

Human carcinogen response is assessed by two-year
million-dollars-each rat studies carried out by the U.S. Nati
Toxicology Programf112g. Extrapolation of the results from la
rats to humans to assess human health risks is proble
though, given large interspecies differences in nasal respir
physiology and airway anatomyf16g. Inhalation toxicology nev

Fig. 15 External nares of „a… cottontail rabbit, Sylvilagus ob-
scurus and „b… human, Homo sapiens
isertheless uses live rats or their nasal molds to measure the depo-
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sition of respirable particulatesf244–246g. The albino lab rat i
thus the key to determining safe levels of human exposure to
inhalants.

A CFD solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for the airfl
in the passages of a lab rat’s nose yields some insight into
process, Fig. 16sad andf53,247g. As in dogs and humans, most
the inspired air bypasses the rat’s olfactory zone and exits vi
nasopharynx. However, the airstream that actually reache
sensory ethmoturbinates enters dorsally, reverses direction
ally, and finally exits ventrally through the nasopharynx as i
cated by arrows in Fig. 16sad. Of course CFD only approximat
the convoluted geometry of an actual rat’s nose, Fig. 16sbd f248g.

Like the rabbit and dog, the rat has active, variable-geom
external nares. In both ground and air scenting the nose p
and the nostril twitchesf249g. In some rats the external nares fl
and the nose hairssvibrissaed move rhythmically, projecting du
ing inspiration and retracting during expirationf3g. The inverse
comma-shaped narial orifice directs expired airflow ventrally
laterally, causing relatively little anterior air exchangef250g and
forming two fan-shaped areas of condensation on the Zwa
maker mirror, Fig. 1sad f31g. A bout of sniffing grows to yield
maximum airflow rate at its conclusion. Youngentob et al. sug
a “sniffing index” describing many characteristics of the r
sniffing strategyf251g. During a discrimination task, rats sudde
switch from a low s2–5 Hzd sniffing rate to a high rate o
8 Hz–10 Hz for unknown reasonsf252g. Here, too, a proper aer
dynamic study of external nostril airflows is needed.

4.3.11 Opossum. While dogs and cats diverged from a co
mon ancestor some 50 million years ago, the opossum ha
changed significantly in 90 million years. He is both ancient
modern, since he continues to compete effectively with place
today. His chief current challenge is to stay out of the road.

The opossum has the long, well-equipped snout and mu
turbinates of a macrosmatic animalf194g. The external naris ap
erture, Fig. 17sbd, is laterally oriented and not obviously varia
in geometry, although there are no known studies of it. Mou
f207g notes that olfactory structures are most prominent am

Fig. 16 „a… CFD solution of airspeed in the F344 rat’s nasal
cavity †53,247‡, courtesy J. S. Kimbell and „b… sectional
anatomy of an albino rat’s nasal cavity with darkened olfactory
epithelium †248‡, courtesy J. S. Kauer
older animals like the opossum, not in the higher primates an
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aquatic mammals.

4.3.12 Fish. Here we leave the mammalia to consider o
vertebrates, many of whom have simple immobile external n
compared to those of the dog, rabbit, and rat. Like mammals
need their sense of smell for habitat and kin recognition, f
reproduction, and predation avoidance. Detailed accounts o
olfaction are given by Negusf194g, Kleerekoper f253g, and
Stoddartf3g.

The key issue in fish olfaction for present purposes is its s
ration from the respiratory gill flowfield. Anterior and poster
naris holes or slits supply through flow to a chamber filled
lamellae that provide a large sensory surface areassee also Se
5.3.1d. To overcome the internal olfactory pressure drop, fish
either passive or active water circulation. The former requ
relative motion between fish and water, where sometimes a
or scoop just aft of the anterior naris assists olfaction by rec
ing dynamic pressure there while the flow vents to local s
pressure downstream. Active olfactory water circulation ma
driven by cilia or may occur as an accessory to respiratory
motion.

Some fish feature highly specialized naris adaptat
Polypterus bichir, for example, has a fluted Pitot-tube-like an
rior naris extensionf3g, while in moray eels both anterior a
posterior nares may be extended. SomeTetraodonspecies hav
their entire olfactory apparatus out on a stalkf253g.

Shark olfaction is almost as adept as their ability to gen
interest and fear in people. The Great White and many other
species have flush anterior nares located on the underside
snout, feeding water to an olfactory chamber of spectacular
sitivity. Sharks track prey wakesf254g by the chemical plum
tracing methods described in Sec. 3.3.3. Here is yet anothe
portunity to study, for the first time, the fluid dynamics of sh
olfaction.

4.3.13 Birds. Birds sometimes have only rudimentary sniffi
apparatusf3g, but in other species olfaction is key to their feed
and nesting behavior, and even to navigation. Airborne snif
for example, allows scavengers like the turkey vulture to lo
their malodorous meals. Atmospheric trace gases also provi
factory navigational cues to some birdsf255g, the young learnin
prevalent trace gradient patterns at homef256g and then using th
knowledge to navigate by olfactory detection of natural airb
volatiles f257g.

Many birds have simple round or oval nostril holes in the
terior region of the beak. They also have turbinatesf209g that
function much like those of mammals. Sometimes the nar
covered by skin or feathers, and often the anterior turbinate
trudes into the orificef195g. Such obstructions suggest that th
species are not keen sniffers.

Only one bird, the highly specialized kiwi, has its nostril ori
at the tip of a long beak like a wand-type sniffer. It probes the
for worms, so a posterior naris location would be worthless.

Fig. 17 „a… External nares of a Sprague-Dawley lab rat pro-
vided by M. J. Kennett, Penn State University and „b… external
nares of the opossum Didelphis virginiana
dbeak tip, Fig. 18sad, consists of an anterior probe, a longitudinal
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slit nostril, and a lower mandible. One wonders if naris plugg
by soil and olfactory signal deposition in the long nostril tubes
worrisome to the macrosmatic kiwi.

TheProcellariiformesf195,258g are seabirds that include pet
and albatross species, all with highly developed olfactory sys
and distinct tubular nostrils. They can follow the trace odor
food source for many km over the ocean. Following the dis
sion of airborne sampling in Sec. 3.3.1, it is hard for a fluid
namicist to see such nostrils, Fig. 18sbd, without thinking “Pitot
tubes.” These nostril protrusions recover the impact pressu
velocity head 1/2rU2 during flight, automatically providing
pressure boost to overcome losses in the olfactory system
doing so without additional effort from the bird. Pennycuick a
suggests a related Pitot-tube function—that of an airs
indicator—allowing the bird to sense and take advantage of
energy in the separated flows downstream of oceanic wave
f259g. Procellariiformes tap this unlimited energy source in o
to soar almost effortlessly over long distances.

4.3.14 Reptiles and amphibians. Reptiles and amphibians ge
erally have rudimentary olfactory apparatus. Most have on
simple pair of external naris holes flush with the front or top of
head f3g. Olfactory power varies among species, though,
some lizards, snakes and crocodilia are macrosmatic. Wate
naris closure and “snorkel” nostrils adorn the newt, croco
salamander, and frogf3,260g. Frogs even have flap-separated
terior and posterior olfactory regions suited for sniffing in wate
air, respectivelyf237g.

Not much is known about dinosaur olfaction, but Witmerf261g
places theT. rexexternal naris well forward of its usually-depict
location in order to provide room for a more significant inte
olfactory apparatus. AlsoRhomaleosaurusis believed to have ha
National Advisory Committee for AeronauticssNACAd-scoop-
type naris inlets inside its mouth, venting externallyf262g.

4.4 External-Flow Noses of the Invertebrates.Here the sen
sor chamber of the vertebrates is turned inside out: no cham
all, just sensor-bearing antenna stalks extending into the surr
ing fluid. Treelike sensor structures have evolved in both air
water to present a large surface area for olfaction. The fluid
namics of theseaesthetascshas received a lot of recent attent
f93,170,176,196,263g.

For brevity we consider here the morphology of only a
invertebrate sniffers from the phylumArthropoda.

4.4.1 Crustaceans. Lobster “sniffing” was introduced in Se
2.7 in terms of diffusion and in Sec. 3.3.3 in terms of chem
plume tracing. Lobsters have twin antennae with lateral fla
bearing fine sensory aesthetascs, Fig. 19. There are differen
speciesf41g, but in general the antennae are flicked in orde

Fig. 18 „a… Close-up image of the Great Spotted Kiwi’s beak
tip, copyright Chris Smuts-Kennedy, reproduced by permis-
sion. „b… The upper beak of the tube-nosed Dove Prion, Pachyp-
tyla desolata , redrawn from †258‡
sample the environmentf92,93g. This sniffing behavior is gov-
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erned by the aesthetasc Reynolds number Re which deter
“leakiness,” i.e., how much water passes between them. Th
tends to be near unity, so the lobster can sample with a fast d
stroke and hold the signal with a slower upstrokef176,264g. Pé-
clet numbers are large for these motions, but diffusion acts
the antennae are still.

Similar principles apply to other crustaceans, including
crayfish, crab, and Mantis shrimpf41,65,177,196g. These sough
after species take advantage of zones of high mean flow s
which increases turbulence and degrades a predator’s abi
track a chemical plume. Thus fast flows provide a hydrodyn
refuge from olfactory-mediated predationf179g.

4.4.2 Insects. Chemical plumes are as important to insect
the air as to crustaceans underwaterf168,265,266g. Moths tracing
a pheromone plume are the classic example. The same Re
number effect on the apparent porosity of branched ante
f90,267,268g arises, though the comblike moth antennae do
flick and are spectacularly different in appearance than tho
the lobstersFig. 20d. Some moths respond to pheromone sig
by flapping their wings to induce airflow through their anten
without flying f268g, an aspect of insect behavior that has alre
attracted biomimicryf182g.

Here briefly consider mankind’s worst enemy, that supreme
rorist and chief vector of biological warfare, the mosquitosFig.
21d. With a human death toll of over one million/year, mosqui
as killers easily outrank all the worst human tyrants comb
f269g.

Mosquito host location is known to be an insect-sniffing
chemical-plume-tracing issuef168,270,271g. Humans give off
variety of kairomones, chemical signalssCO2, lactic acid, etc.d
that attract mosquitoesf272g. The thermal convection curren
produced by vertebrates carry these trace chemicalsf270,273g,
and mosquitoes fly upwind to locate their sourcesf180g. Anoph-
eles gambiae, for example, flew an upstream zigzag path i
wind tunnel odor plumef272g. In another study, smelly hum
feet were a noteworthy mosquito attractantf274g.

An important human goal is to interrupt mosquito-host inte
tions, thus inhibiting the spread of diseasef275g. The host
location sensilla are on the mosquito antennae, Fig. 21, and
f272,276,277g. At normal flight speed a 1-mm-diameter mosquit
sensillum hair has a Reynolds number of about 0.06.

An outsider needs extra caution around this intricate to
There are many mosquito species with different behaviors
example f272g. Nonetheless some fluid dynamics seems to
missing here, namely:s1d a proper understanding of the hum

Fig. 19 Lateral flagellum of one antennule of the clawed lob-
ster Homarus americanus . Proximal diameter shown is 1.4 mm.
Hairlike projections are aesthetascs and guard hairs „out of
water and in disarray …. See †92‡ for electron microscopy images

Fig. 20 „a… Giant silkworm moth, Antheraea polyphemus ,

wingspan 8 cm and „b… closeup of feathery antennae
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thermal plume and wake behaviorsSecs. 3.2.1 and 6.3.3d and s2d
a knowledge of the mosquito’s flight envelope and limitations.
example, in one popular book on mosquitoes the human
plume is said to be heavier than the surrounding airf269g. Normal
flight speed is quoted at 1 m/s and maximum speed at 1 1/3
f269,278g, yet there is little information on the inhibition of mo
quito bites as a function wind speed or host motion. Finally
though our knowledge of insect aerodynamics has bene
greatly from studies of the innocuous dragonfly, where are
parallel studies of mosquito aerodynamics? The mosquito ap
to be a fragile insect, all rickety and strung out like a Wright Fl
If we knew more about her aerodynamics, it might suggest w
to push her beyond her flight envelope.

4.5 Directional Olfaction. Von Békésy claimed direction
odor perception if as little as a 10% concentration difference
presented to the left and right human nostrilsf279g. Later researc
questioned thisf280g, but there is still considerable evidence t
at least some animals practice and depend upon “stereolfa
f3,242,281g. In addition tochemotaxisandanemotaxis, described
earlier, the termsklinotaxis, swinging the head from side to sid
andtropotaxis, stereolfaction via widely-separated naris inlets,
used.

Stoddart f3g suggests that nostril adaptation goes with n
stiffness, and that stiff-necked fish need tropotaxis more
supple-necked land species. Tube-nosed bats appear to use
tactic olfaction in flight, where turning the head would prod

Fig. 21 „a… Mosquito feeding on a human hand. Courtesy
Philip Myers, http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu. One an-
tennal flagellum is visible. „b… Microgram of a mosquito anten-
nal flagellum, about 20 mm in diameter, showing two complete
segments, the long sensilla chaetica , and the numerous
shorter sensilla trichodea , photo by J. M. Listak
unwanted aerodynamic forces. Dogs practice klinotaxis, movin
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their heads while tracking or scenting, and probably also an
taxis based on the differential wind cooling of their wet no
f125,218g. Moulton f207g, on the other hand, notes that the cl
narial spacing of many mammals does not apparently prov
sufficient lateral signal difference to discern an odor gradien
tropotaxis. The myth of tropotaxis due to the widely spaced n
of hammerhead sharks was debunked by Kajiura et al.f282g, who
found that an anterior groove on the shark’s cephalofoil integ
the olfactory input, thus providing no more tropotactic separa
than that of any other shark species.

Finally, Atemaf42g demonstrated that the lateral separatio
lobster antennae is sufficient for “eddy chemotaxis” in turbu
odor plumes. He also found that the sharpness of odor pea
passing eddies can provide “odor landscape” information a
the lobster’s location relative to the plume’s source.

5 Artificial Olfaction

5.1 Artificial (Electronic) Noses.Artificial noses are device
featuring several nonspecific odorant sensors interrogated
pattern-recognition system in order to identify a broad rang
odorantsf9g. This definition excludes specific sensors like
leak detectors and mass spectrometers, but these will also b
sidered later. Still very much a work-in-progress since they
introduced a few decades ago, artificial noses already aug
limited human olfactory skills by being less subjective, and
may even supplant the trained canine sniffer someday by h
similar sensitivity but being willing to work longer hours.

5.1.1 Overview of current artificial noses. Gardner and Ba
tlett f9g give a brief history of electronic noses and a discussio
current commercial devices. Similar overviews are found
f283,284g, while Yinon f285g summarizes “e-noses” for explos
detection. Artificial noses currently have nonspecific sen
based on a variety of principles including quartz microbalan
surface acoustic wavesSAWd technology, capacitance, metal
ide semiconductors, calorimetric or amperometric sensors
photopolymers.

Most of the present commercial devices are ponderous b
top analytical instruments that do not sniff and are not consid
further here. A few portable or handheld noses deserve fu
attention, but most of them also lack any real ability to sniff. O
the Smiths Detection Cyranosef286g has both an internal sam
pling pump and a wand-type inlet with a flared end that ca
considered a sniffer. The Applied Sensor VOCcheck and
crosensor Systems Vaporlab handheld e-noses have pumps
sniffers sapparently only fittings are provided for direct conn
tion to an odor sourced.

The Nomadics “FIDO” artificial nose can be either handhel
wand-mountedsfor landmine detectiond f287g. Ambient air is
drawn through the sensor, after which there is a clean-air pur
similar prototype device employs a small vacuum tank to sni
at ground levelf288g. The Z-nosef289g uses SAW and ga
chromatograph technology in a hand-held sensor with a 10 s
pling time. Gelperin’s e-nosef290,291g inhales the air surroun
ing an object through a perforated platform located over a s
array.

The Tufts Medical School/CogniScent Inc. Scent
f6,292,293g is not yet a commercial device, but is nonethe
notable for the biological inspiration behind its sensors an
pattern matchingf294g. Moreover it is a true sniffer with a sno
a flanged inlet and a through-flow sensor chamber. It can
inhale and exhale like an animal.

5.1.2 Related nonartificial-nose handheld detectors. A popular
and useful nonartificial-nose detector for explosives, drugs
chemical agents is the ion mobility spectrometer or
f295,296g. At least two commercial handheld devices are a
able, the GE Security VaporTracer, Fig. 22, and the Smiths D

gtion Sabre 2000. Both have internal pumps to acquire air samples,
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but the volume of air that an IMS can directly accept is only s
ml/min. A third IMS device, the Implant Sciences Quant
Sniffer, takes a different approach discussed in Sec. 5.2.4.

The Sandia Microhoundf297g uses a micro-IMS and a SA
sensor, and inhales air through a flanged inlet. The Mesosy
Biocapturef298g impacts and liquefies samples for analysis,
details of its sniffer are not available. Finally, two Thermedics
patentsf299,300g describe handheld shrouded sampling guns
apply heat and air-jet puffers to surfaces, then inhale air a
a preconcentrator. These devices are without any kn
commercialization.

5.1.3 Desired characteristics of sniffers for artificial nos.
Ideally an optimum sniffer ought to:

1. Have sufficient “reach” to acquire the desired explo
trace signal without physical contact,

2. Localize the scent sourcesexcept for those special sniff
types designed to sample broad areas like the side
vehiclesd,

3. Display immunity to ambient conditions, especially
breeze,

4. Have simplicity, mobility, light weight, small size, and re
sonable power requirements, and

5. Have the ability to disturb surface environments enoug
dislodge and collect particles as well as vapor traces.

5.2 Airborne Trace Sampling for Artificial Olfaction.

5.2.1 Headspace sampling versus sniffing. In most benchto
instruments of analytical chemistry, including the majority
commercial e-noses, the saturated vapor above a sample in
tainer is drawn by carrier gas through tubing into the input of
instrument. This is headspace samplingf301g, and while it is es
sential in laboratory practice, it is distinct from aerodyna
sampling—sniffing—as defined here. Few animals have
luxury to squat on a lab bench, have odor samples deliver
them, and suck the samples through a straw.

5.2.2 Particles versus vapor. There is a controversy in expl
sive detection circles over whether one actually detects par
or vapor traces or both. A key paper on this topic is Davidson
Stott f302g, who draw a distinction between volatile explosi
svapor pressure higher than nitroglycerind and nonvolatiles: vapo
detection of nonvolatiles usually depends upon solvents, im
ties, or breakdown products, whereas the vapor of volatile e
sives like tri-acetone-tri-peroxidesTATPd is directly detectable
Such volatile vapors are readily adsorbed, however, by
things as the packing materials found inside cargo container

In general we should be ready to sniff and detect both par
and vapors, since they provide complimentary information a
the odorant source. Particle sampling is the more difficult o
two, but it has the advantages of larger signal levels and of
cating the actual chemical species, not just its vapor byprod

Approaches to resuspend particles from surfaces include

Fig. 22 The GE Infrastructure Security VaporTracer sniffing a
briefcase
chanical agitation and vacuuming, swabbing, vibration, therm
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desorption, shock waves, pulse-pressurization, and jet p
sSec. 2.5d. Wrapping and handling an improvised explosive
vice, for example, is likely to generate a particle field that ma
detectable even if the vapor of the explosive is notf303,304g.

Griffy’s calculationf94g was mentioned in Sec. 2.7 with a c
tion about giving up on vapor detection. Vapor diffusion is a s
process, but some sniffers can get in such close proximity
odorant source that they can get a good sniff even so. Fu
vapors are readily transported in thermal plumesf48g.

On the other hand, given the extremely low vapor pressu
explosives like pentaerythritol-tetranitratesPETNd and RDX, it is
certain that particles, however small, play a role in the dete
of these substances by sniffing. Nonvolatile explosives stro
adsorb to solidsf305g, including the ever-present airborne p
ticles in the human thermal plumesSec. 3.2.1d.

5.2.3 Preconcentration. Preconcentration and the “impeda
mismatch” were introduced in Sec. 2.3, while impactors were
scribed in Sec. 3.1. How it is done in practice, though, deser
little further elaboration.

Traditional preconcentration methods of analytical chem
involve passing an air sample through a permeation tube
with a sorbent material, such as activated charcoal, silica g
Tenax™. That material is subsequently thermally desorbed
lease trapped chemical tracesf306–309g. Personal samplers, S
3.2.2, often work this way. But given the small size and h
pressure drop of a typical sorbent tube, this approach is slow
ineffective for high-flow-rate sniffing.

Membrane filters can serve the same purpose as perm
tubes and can be desorbed in a similar fashionf13,101,310g, but
are likewise not suited for high flow rates.

A third approach, more adaptable to rapid sniffing of large
volumes, is to collect the trace odorant on a metal surface
flow-through preconcentratorf310–313g. Depending upon th
odorant, various treatments can be applied to the metal to en
molecular or particle deposition. The metal can then be he
electrically to quickly desorb captured traces. A secondary ca
gas flow is needed during desorption, when the main airst
either stops or is shunted away. Cold metal surfaces espe
attract trace chemicals like explosives, but moisture condens
is an associated problemf314g.

When the desired airborne trace material is in particulate f
impactors or cyclonessSec. 3.1d make suitable preconcentrato
For example, biological pathogens like spores and bacteri
usually impactable, as are explosives or chemical agents att
to human skin flakes or textile fibers. Virtual impactors prec
centrate such particle-laden airstreams by discarding most
airflow while keeping the particles.

5.2.4 Jet-assisted olfaction. One of nature’s lessonssSec
4.3.1 and Figs. 1 and 12d is to put exhaled air jets to work ass
ing the sniffing process. Thus the dog and probably the ra
rabbit can disturb surface particles, inhale them, and desorb
ants from them in the nasal mucosa—a natural preconcent
system.

How can we use this knowledge in a man-made sniffer? S
respiration is unnecessary, auxiliary air jets adjacent to the s
inlet are required to disturb surface particles, as first suggest
McGown, Bromberg, and Noblef299g. Beyond that, though,
was also shown in Sec. 4.3.1 that the dog’s exhaled jets pro
an ejector effect that can improve the reach of the sniffer.
tended reach is just as important for man-made sniffers,
proximity sniffing is not always possible and is occasionally e
dangerous.

At least two schemes are available to extend the reach
sniffer, the first borrowed from the field of ventilation. C. P.
Aabergf315g invented an elegant inlet reach extender using
iliary jets, Fig. 23. The central inlet, facing downward in the
ure, takes in flow rateQi while an additional airflow 2Qj at above

alambient pressure discharges laterally forming turbulent jets. The
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jet entrainment makes this device appear to be a much large
with an extended reach, but only the central streamtube be
the vertical dashed lines is actually taken into the inlet. Thus
otherwise-omnidirectional potential-flow inlet is effectively
cused toward the forward direction by jet assistance.

The ventilation community has embraced this concept for
fume exhaustsusually axisymmetric rather than planar as in F
23d, and several studies are reportedf316–319g. The ratio of the
jet to inlet momentum flux is found to control the reach, wh
can be several times that without jetsf320g. This jet assist is no
free, but is well worth it in the exhaust of welding fumes, wh
the extended reach avoids having the inlet in the welder’s fa

The Aaberg principle has never been applied to chemical
sniffing and is suggested here for the first time. It has the ad
tage that the large volume of air that must be moved in ord
achieve a long reach is not all inhaled, thereby reducing the
concentration chore.

The second jet-assisted sniffer scheme is that of Motch
Krasnobaev, and Bunkerf96g. Here the auxiliary jet flow is pass
through tangential nozzles or vanes to produce swirl betwee
inlet srightd and the surface being sampledsleftd in Fig. 24. On the
centerline of this “cyclone” a sampling orifice withdraws a fl
rateQi. According tof96g “The cyclonic motion…creates a tub
consisting of a wall of moving gas that behaves like an exten
of the tube that formed the external sampling orifice.” No men
is made of a vortex core, but data are shown indicating a favo
pressure gradient along the centerline from the sampled surf
the sampling orifice over separation distances up to 15 cm.
jet-assisted inlet is used in the Implant Sciences Quantum Sn
a commercial IMS detector that was developed under U.S.
funding.

5.2.5 Isolation from ambient wind. All of the sniffing inlets
discussed thus far, whether jet assisted or not, are subject t
ruption by a lateral breeze. The effect is shown qualitativel
Fig. 25, where a mild breeze interrupts the sampling of a bo
ary layer by a simple flanged inletf47g.

In the animal world, the only remedy for this is proximity:
your nostrils are touching the sampled surface, then the wi

Fig. 23 2D potential-flow simulation of an Aaberg inlet

Fig. 24 Diagram of a cyclone sampling nozzle for an ion mo-

bility spectrometer, from †96‡
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not an issue. However, practical considerations require man-
sniffers to have a finite standoff distance and no hard co
sespecially in landmine detectiond.

No real solutions to this problem are available, just a few id
Baturin,f17g Chap. 6, for example, describes a method to esti
inlet streamlines in a crossflow. No remedy is given other
increasing the inlet suction. Likewise shrouded probes are e
tive against cross flows in flight and wind tunnels, Sec. 3.3.1
are not a cure for the present difficulty.

One approach that might work is a “soft” shroud made of
ber, brush fibers, screen, or porous filter material. To succee
lateral pressure drop across it must balance the dynamic pr
of the crossflow. Experiments by Cant, Castro, and Walklatef321g
reveal that high-porosity screens have little effect, whereas
porosity screens act like solid surfaces to the crossflow. Near
porosity, interesting things happen.

An air curtainf322g has also been suggested for this purpos
might succeed if its entrainment can be made to serve the pu
of jet-enhanced olfaction described above; otherwise it is like
exacerbate the problem.

In any case, aerodynamic sniffer isolation from the effects o
ambient breeze is an important topic for further research.

5.2.6 Signal loss in sampling tubes. Signal loss in samplin
tubes is an analytical chemistry concern that carries over t
present topic. Most animals have short sampling tubes, th
ephant and kiwi excepted. Man-made tubes cannot be inert
trace chemicals, and explosive molecules, for example, adh
Teflon, glass, Pyrex, quartz, nickel, stainless steel, gold, plat
copper, fused silica, aluminum, and plasticf307,310g. Heated
transfer lines are used to avoid such deposition except whe
ticles are being transferredf302g. In that case there is also t
concern that particles will impact and stick to tubing walls do
stream of bends, etc.f13,57,323g.

5.3 Sensor Chamber Fluid Dynamics for Artificial
Olfaction. Sensor chamber fluid dynamics is virgin territory: o
one previous investigation is knownf324g. Insofar as all prese
artificial noses carry their olfactory sensors internally like ve
brates, we consider only that case here. Further, we avoi
confusing multifunctionality of the mammalian nasal ca
solfaction+respiration+air-conditioningd by examining the sep
rate olfactory chambers of fish. Reynolds number scaling a
us to move freely between air and water in this regard.

5.3.1 The eel as a role model. Specifically, consider the com
mon freshwater eel,Anguilla anguilla, as a role model for sens
chamber fluid dynamicsf3,40,253,325g. As shown in Fig. 26,
simple anterior naris on the left leads directly onto the me
passage of a chamber packed full of olfactory lamellae. Actin
flow turning vanes as well as sensor surfaces, the lamellae
the water laterally and ventrallysinto the paged. Cilia induce ro
tation between the lamellae as shown, bringing the flow up a
the sides of the chamber to its roof, where it is collected
discharged out the posterior naris.

This highly three-dimensional flow encounters a large sen

Fig. 25 Schlieren photos of a flanged inlet sampling a thermal
boundary layer „a… in still air and „b… with a light lateral breeze
from the right †47‡
surface, ensures that the entire flow is thoroughly sampled, and
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does it all in a compact volume.sThe scale shown is at most a f
centimeters, but could be an order of magnitude larger in air a
same Re.d This compactness is an asset to the animal and it
vides a quick olfactory response time. Artificial nose desig
can scarcely find a better natural example than this.

Though air-breathing vertebrates favor turbinates over lam
this sort of olfactory sensor chamber is nonetheless broadly
acteristic of all vertebrates. According to Stoddartf3g, “There is
an inlet to, and an outlet from, a chamber in which is held a
sensory membrane of sometimes immense area.”

5.3.2 Pressure losses, fans, and pumps. In Sec. 2.3 the flow
losses in a sensor chamber and the energy required to ove
them were introduced. These pressure losses need to be fric
as required by the analogy described below, not due to flow
ration. Separation losses do not arise from effective olfaction
bad design. Principles of good design can be found, for exa
in f326,327g.

In artificial olfactory systems a pump or fan supplies the mo
power to overcome losses and induce a flow through a s
chamberf14g. Such a device produces its maximum overall p
sure differentialsheadd when there is no flow, thus no loss throu
the sensors. As the flow ratescapacityd Q through the senso
rises, the pump or fan’s ability to sustain a given pressure d
ential drops. Where the two curves meet is the operating po
the olfactory system. Every undergraduate fluids engineering
dent learns to draw such head/capacity curves for pumping
tems. Designers of artificial noses should learn to draw them
ssee, e.g.,f49gd.

5.3.3 Expansion of a sensor chamber from a small inlet. What
limits how fast the eel’s olfaction chamber in Fig. 26 expand
area downstream of the tiny anterior naris? Lighthillf7g first con-
sidered this issue in terms of the branching of the arteries
bronchial tubes. Briefly, the area increase slows the flow
raises the static pressure, so except at low Reynolds number
is a danger of flow separation. Lighthill’s rule-of-thumb to av
this allows no more than a 20% increase in flow cross-sect
area per channel bifurcation. At least in the arteries, nature s
to obey this rule. Cross-sectional area data are not availab
the eel’s olfactory chamber, but are available for the compa
case of a beagle’s nosef64g. These data show that the maxillot
binate region expands about linearly in cross section to s
times its initial area over a downstream distance of only 35
According to Lighthill’s rule, a bifurcation should occur initia
every mm or so to prevent separation. This is hard to check
the available data, but it is clear that the maxilloturbinates bur
with branching complexity in this region. Thus separation pre
tion goes hand-in-hand with the need for large heat-excha
surface area in the beagle’s maxilloturbinates.

5.3.4 Heat and mass transfer analogy. Osborne Reynold
s1842–1912d recognized that mass, heat, and momentum
transferred by similar physical mechanismssmolecular motion in
laminar flow, eddy motion in turbulent flowd. The analogy be

Fig. 26 The path of water through the olfaction chamber of an
eel, top view, redrawn from illustrations in †40,253,325‡
tween these fluxes—Reynolds analogy—is useful in sensor cha
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ber design, where a high mass transfer rate of odorant mole
to olfactory surfaces is desired. Concomitant momentum tra
by friction is required by the analogy, and heat transfer may
occur. Thus odorant mass transfer is related to the fluid p
required to overcome sensor-chamber friction losses. The em
cal relations describing Reynolds analogy are well-known
readily available, e.g.,f91,327,328g, and do not bear repeati
here.

The utility of Reynolds analogy in sniffing for chemical tra
was first recognized by Fraim et al.f311g, who designed an e
plosives preconcentrator based on heat exchanger technolo
modern microelectronics, strong thermal generation occurs
small confined space and must be removed by a fluid flow.
analogy with an olfactory sensor chamber is obvious from
above, so we can learn design principles from the volumes
have been written on electronics cooling, e.g.,f21,22,327,329g.

Finned heat exchangers expose large surface areas to th
for efficient heat transfer, a principle already in use in natu
the nasal turbinates, as well as in the air-conditioning indu
f91g. One must make sure the flow is along the fin channels
not across them, or the process becomes stalled. For flow in
shaped ducts the Reynolds number is based on the hydrau
ameterDh=4A/P, whereA is the cross-sectional area andP is the
duct perimeter. Loss coefficients are known for many situat
e.g., discharging the flow abruptly from a small tube into a l
chamberswhich dissipates one velocity head, Sec. 2.3d. Loss for-
mulas are likewise known for screens, grids, protuberances
rough channel walls.

In particular, the stacked eel lamellae of Fig. 26 are striki
similar to the finned heat sinks used to cool electronicsf21g. Heat-
sink design principles encourage low flow speeds to minimiz
pressure loss for a given performance level. Straight fins
shown to outperform other fin shapesse.g., cylindersd f327g. Fins
and lamellae should also be aerodynamic, with rounded le
edges and tapered trailing edges.

6 Homeland Security Applications
Down through the ages, civilization only flourished in encla

sufficiently well-defended to prevent the ravages of barbar
The terms “homeland security” and “terrorism” were not pop
then, but the results of a security failure were nonetheless d
tating. Fluid mechanics has been important in homeland se
all along, providing standoff barriers against invasion, wea
technologies, mobility, etc.f330g.

Many believe that the modern solution to the asymmetry o
terrorist threat lies in technology. Here we discuss a piece o
technology that concerns gaining information by detecting ch
cal traces in the air or water. Like the prey animals discu
earlier, we need constant environmental awareness but,
them, we cannot sleep standing up.

Homeland security thus requires continuous environm
monitoring. The unusual, however minor, can be a crucial war
of an impending attack. For example Carranza et al.f331g, while
monitoring the atmosphere for heavy metal traces, noticed a
nesium spike on the July 4th holiday—not terrorism that time
it could have been.

6.1 Canine Detection.So much has been written about tra
ing dogs for chemical trace detection that it serves presen
poses merely to cite some key references and give a
commentary.

Much of the scientific basis of canine detection was lea
recently at the Auburn University College of Veterinary Medic
Auburn, Alabamaf66,332,214–217g. There, operant conditionin
experiments yielded sensitivity curves like those of Fig. 27,
quantify the threshold levels of specific trace chemicals that
can detect. These data also set the sensitivity standard for ar
noses, a standard that has already been exceeded in at le

m-casef292g.
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Extraneous odors present while sniffing can interfere wi
dog’s ability to detect a scent and can therefore raise the th
olds shown in Fig. 27, but to do so requires a comparat
enormous extraneous odorant levelf217g.

Dogs respond to the most-volatile compounds present i
explosive, not necessarily to the explosive species itself. Fo
ample in detecting C-4 plastic explosive, the dog is not likel
respond directly to the explosive component RDX, which h
very low vapor pressure, but rather to compounds like cyclo
anone, a solvent used in RDX productionf215,216,333g.

Gazit and Terkel reportf334g that heavy exercise interferes w
a dog’s olfactory ability, since the dog cannot sniff while pant
They also use a microphone to pick up the sound of snif
which provides useful feedback to the dog handlerf335g.

While handlers have commented on the most desirable tra
their dogsf336g, the desirable traits of handlers appear to n
more workf332,337g. Being the brains of the team, the dog h
dler has a responsibility to be aware of the issues discussed
such as human skin flakes, chemical plumes, micrometeoro
and the aerodynamics of air and ground sniffing. Syrotuckf125g
should be required reading. Thermal plumes can also some
be visible to the unaided eye of the handlerf46,48,338g. These
fluid-dynamic issues might well be illustrated in a training vi
for dog handlers.

Despite the issues of expense and limited duty cycle, ca
trace detection is a trusted mainstay of homeland security tha
not soon be replaced by artificial nose technology. Furton
Myers f333g found that detector dogs still represent the best
plosive detection means available, since artificial sniffers s
from poor sampling systems, interference from masking odor
and limited mobility.

6.2 Cargo Screening.Cargo screening has become po
cized because of the high cargo volume crossing national bo
and the extreme measures that are needed to screen a sig
fraction of it for explosive, chemical, or biological weapons.
sea, rail, and truck cargo are all at risk. Methods that rely u
radiation to probe cargo containers are cumbersome and e
sive, detection dogs do not have access to cargo interiors
manual unloading for inspection requires far too much time
labor to be practical.

Still, sniffing the air inside cargo containers—without open
them—for trace contraband is an approach that can be both
tive and affordable, and there is a precedent for it. Fine e
f339g, for example, patented a method to do this by injec
compressed air into a cargo container, applying suction, colle
the sampled air in a hood, and interrogating its contents for

Fig. 27 Canine olfaction sensitivity curves measured at Au-
burn University, redrawn from http://www.vetmed.auburn.edu/
ibds/. Except for methyl benzoate, a cocaine derivative, all
trace chemicals shown are explosive-related
chemicals.
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Another example is the MDS Sciex CONDOR system, w
searched cargo containers for explosive traces using a s
probe fitted with a brush that fed an adsorption cartridge wit
airflow flow rate of 25 liters/sf340g. The interior of containers o
the exterior of cargo pallets was sampled by contact with
brush for about 30 s, whereupon the cartridge was remove
desorbed into a mass spectrometer. Cargo containers wer
sampled through their ventilator ports or through a 10 cm arr
drilled holes that ended up not being acceptable to the carg
dustryf302g. This substantial system employed a 9 m heated
pling line and applied mechanical agitation even to full-sized
containers. Inside the container they found a gradient of pa
dispersion leading up to the sourcef302g. Trace contaminatio
was even detected in some containers not holding any bulk e
sives: Once upon a time Kilroy had been there.

Still another approach to cargo sampling is the British Rem
Air Sampling for Canine OlfactionsRASCOd systemf341,342g. A
probe inserted into a cargo container pumps out a volume
through a polymer mesh sample canister that is later presen
a detection dog for analysis. Sixty liters/min are drawn thro
the canister for 2 min. Success appears to depend upon a s
cant explosive vapor headspace inside the container. A re
general discussion of collecting and transporting chemical t
in evacuated flasks, canisters, sampling bags, and sorbent
ters is given inf306g. If you cannot get the proboscis to the sig
take the signal to the proboscis.

Jenkins f343g patented a method to interrogate baggage
placing it in a compartment provided with vacuum and vibrat
Airborne chemical traces thus liberated are drawn into a det
A recent adaptation of this approach to cargo trace detection
Ray Detection Discovery CERT systemf344g, which uses hea
pressurization, vibration, and gas jets to dislodge explosive t
from palletized air cargo in an airtight enclosure.

Finally, research on cargo trace detection is currently unde
at Penn State, University Park, PAf345g, funded by the U.S
Transportation Security Administration. The goal is to unders
the internal airflows of cargo containers and to sample these
for trace detection without opening the containers.

6.3 People Sampling.People sampling is a unique topic in
of chemical trace detection. Aircraft passengers are aware
danger of terrorism, but are also very sensitive to the invasio
their personal space. A NRC study of passenger screening
that there is a strong relationship between public acceptanc
the perception of riskf346g. It nonetheless irks passengers to w
in long lines, parcel out their belongings, and take off their sh
Being sniffed by a dog is particularly offensive. People-sn
developers need to be aware of these issues, just as terrori
surely aware of them. But despite all this, the total U.S. an
people-screening outlay is expected to grow from $590 millio
2001 to $9.9 billion in 2010f347g.

Hallowell f348g reviewed the available technology for peo
screening in 2001. Since then several approaches have se
ther development. One study recommended that research in
“vapor space” surrounding a suicide bomber might lead to
proved means of detectionf48g. Misconceptions about that spa
and its true nature—the human thermal plume—were describ
Sec. 3.2.1. Here we discuss recent people-sampling develop
in light of what is now known about the aerodynamics and
transfer around people.

6.3.1 Human olfactory signature. The human olfactory sign
ture was pioneered as a topic of study by Dravnieksf314,349g.
Human scent arises from bioeffluents and from bacteria a
upon the skin and its secretionsf125g. People also carry with the
an olfactory image of their recent environmentf222,314g. Any
successful scheme to detect trace chemicals on people mu
account of this olfactory signature and its conveyance by th
man thermal plume and wake.
Dravnieks developed a “body tube” sampler to acquire chemi-
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cal trace signals from peoplef349g. Bethune et al.f350g and May
and Pomeroyf126g used similar “dispersal chambers” for bac
riological studies of human subjects. Such enclosures are
practical for people-sampling in the lab, but they have bee
strumental in contamination studiesf351,352g and in aviation se
curity research leading up to the present portal techno
f123,124,353,354g.

There is anecdotal evidence that artificial noses were dep
to detect troops in the Vietnam jungle, and more recently in
caves of Afghanistan. Building upon genetic research with m
the current DARPA Unique Signatures program seeks an ex
able chemosignal corresponding to an individual’s genetically
termined odor type. If found, it will be used to develop a dete
for the presence of “high-level-of-interest individuals wit
groups of enemy combatants.”

6.3.2 Portals for screening people. Portals for screenin
people have generated many patents, e.g.,f355–358g, but only a
few practical devices. Some of the approaches that failed in
“wind-tunnel” portals that moved massive amounts of
“saloon-door” portals that required physical contact with subje
and “telephone-booth” portals that were too confining or too s
During the development of these devices a goal of 6 s/pe
sampling time was set by the U.S. Federal Aviation Adminis
tion sFAAd, but was difficult to achieve.

General reviews of people-screening portals are give
f348,310g. The role of air jets was described earlier in Sec.
and related material on explosive trace standards and com
tions of the human thermal plume is found inf130,359–363g.

The first published investigation of portal aerodynamic
probably Schellenbaumf364g, who examined various airflow d
rections in tube-type and booth-type portals. He use
department-store mannequinssee Sec. 3.2.2d, so his results tak
no account of the human thermal plume. He recommend
downward airflow over the subject with collection at foot leve

Hobbes and Condef365g studied the aerodynamics of
“open-clamshell”-type portal by CFD simulation. This portal dr
a large flux of air—350 liters/s for 10 s—horizontally across
human subject and into inlets for subsequent interrogation.
induced airspeed was up to 2.4 m/s, more than ten time
commonly accepted maximum for comfortable room ventila
f366g. Vortical recirculation was generated on the lee side o
subject. Air-jet puffer effects and the release of explosive vap
a passive contaminant were also simulated. Although this p
design lacked sophistication, it was the first study to apply
tools of fluid dynamics to people sampling.

Sandia National Laboratories developed a vertical-down
portal in the 1990sf356,368,367,358g, a version of which is now
commercialized as the Smiths Detection Sentinel II. A human
ject enters the portal and turns 90 deg, whereupon an arr
air-jet puffers and two ceiling slot-jets sweep the body for che
cal traces. The cross-sectional area of the open portal is re
near the floor, where a portion of the induced downflow is
lected for analysis by an IMS detector. This is purely jet-ass
sniffing, since thermal convection from the human subject ca
play a significant role. It bears a similarity to air-shower or
douche devices used for particle removal from clothing in c
room practicesf17g Chap. 14, andf369gd.

Quite a different approach is taken in the GE Secu
EntryScan3, Fig. 28, which uses the natural upward motion of
human thermal plume to collect and preconcentrate the p
overhead for IMS interrogationf357g. This is convection-assiste
sniffing, but air-jet puffers also play a role in both ruffling
subject’s clothing to release particles and in encouraging th
ward airflow. An aerodynamic contractionssee, e.g.,f370gd is used
overhead to capture the human thermal plume at a flow rate
50 liters/s and pass it through a 10310 cm metal-mes

preconcentrator.
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Several years of research on this portal at Penn
f83,124,353,354,371g have yielded the following results, summ
rized briefly:

1. The human thermal plume is a natural whole-body sam
system, from the toes to the top of the head.

2. As shown in Fig. 4,brief puffer-jet impingementse.g.,
50 msd is the principal means of liberating trace particles
detection.

3. Most of the readily-available signal from a human sub
can be had in a few seconds of overhead sampling tim

4. The detectability of 10mm-range explosive particula
traces originating beneath the clothing is affected by c
ing porosity only when the porosity is less than about 4

5. Layered clothing reduces the chemical trace signal leve
the signal remains measurable.

6. Trace explosive sources beneath the clothing transfer to
the clothing and the skin, but remain highest in the vici
of the source.

7. Human skin flakes do not figure prominently in the trans
of dry crystalline explosive traces in the human ther
plume.

8. Lateral air currents in the range of normally acceptable
tilation drafts do not substantially affect the performanc
an open portal such as the one tested here.

9. When pure explosive vapor was released inside the p
up to 25% of it was captured and detected by the pre
metal-mesh pre-concentrator.

6.3.3 Human aerodynamic wake. For a lateral airspeedU
sor walking speed in still aird of more than about 0.2 m/s t
human thermal plume ceases to exist. Instead, the thermal b
ary layer of a person is swept downstream to form a wake.
can be seen by comparing the Reynolds number Re an
Grashof number Gr=gbDTL3/n2, whereb is the volumetric ther
mal expansion coefficient,DT is the temperature difference, anL
is the characteristic width of the human bodyf372g. Without lat-
eral airspeedU, Re→0 and Gr/Re2@1, meaning that the flow
dominated by free convection. On the other hand, for ordi
walking speeds in theU=1 m/s range, Gr/Re2!1 and the flow i
dominated by forced rather than free convection. SinceDT no
longer matters in the latter flow regime, we use the expre
“human aerodynamic wake.”

Several investigators have studied lateral airflow effects o
flow about stationary humans, mostly motivated by air pollu
control and the reduction of worker exposuref135,373–377g. In a
different reference frame, however, a person walking with s

Fig. 28 „a… The author standing in a prototype version of the
GE Infrastructure EntryScan 3 explosive detection portal „Penn
State photo by Greg Grieco … and „b… schlieren image of portal
with subject „L.J. Dodson … and with air-jet puffers firing
U in still air produces an aerodynamic wake in which the wake
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flow follows the person. The human chemical trace signature
merly in the human boundary layer, becomes distributed in
wake. It is common experience that a walking person’s sce
still air is noticeable to a fixed observer only after that pe
walks by.

This has been exploited as a means of “sniffing” human ch
cal traces by sampling the wakes of walking peo
f372,378,379g. The advantage over the portal technology
scribed above is that people are already walking in security
narios such as airports and, by not making them stop and s
the sampling time can be reduced substantially. For example
periments f378g have shown that the wakes of two walk
people, one following the other, are aerodynamically indepen
for separation times greater than about 2 s.

The Penn State workf372,378,379g, still in progress, has cha
acterized the human aerodynamic wake as the unsteady
shedding from an irregular 3D cylindrical bodysFig. 29d. The
irregularity mostly concerns the legs, which act as individ
shedding cylinders with through-flow between them. This ca
the wake to dissipate more rapidly downstream of the legs
downstream of the torso, where a large recirculation zone oc
There is also a downwash component that causes the lower
to interact with the ground and to spread laterally. Despite t
several complicating aspects, the human wake nevertheless
unmistakable Kármán vortex shedding in the dorsal plane s
in Figs. 29sbd and 30sbd.

A CFD solution of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes e
tionsf372g, despite a simplified representation of the human b
is able to portray all the significant aspects of the human w
flow that are seen in the experiments. For example, a scala
taminant representing a chemical trace from the human bod
cays exponentially with distance downstream as the wake m
out with the surrounding air. Thus one should sample the
wake just downstream of a walking person in order to acquir
maximum trace signal strength.

Fig. 29 Diagrams of motion in the human aerodynamic wake
from smoke flow visualization experiments †372,378‡, „a… me-
dian plane and „b… dorsal plane
The design of a portal to sample the human aerodynamic wa
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was first suggested inf357g. It appears possible to take advant
of the wake’s momentum in this regardf378,379g. However, com
pared to the case of the human thermal plume, sampling a
larger volume of air over a shorter time interval will be a se
test of pre-concentrator technology.

6.4 Landmine Detection.Landmine detection is another
vere test for sniffers, as described in Sec. 3.3.2, because of
trace signals outdoors in the weather and terrain. At the same
the global landmine crisisf380–383g extracts a shocking hum
and economic price and demands solutions.

Dogs are the principal detectors of buried landmines,
though it puts them and their handlers at risk. The DARPA D
Nose program in the late 1990s sought to produce artificial n
of similar sensitivity, and several of such were actually develo
f287,288,292,384g, though none has supplanted the dog so
Yinon f310g and Pamulaf384g have both surveyed this topic
more detail than present space allows.

Briefly, as part of the mentioned DARPA program an Ex
sives Fate and Transport Team characterized the trace signa
that one can expect to find above a buried landm
f162,385–387g. Trace explosives and related mine compounds
ter the surrounding soil, collect below the mine, and percola
the surface in a “halo” pattern about the mine location. Mois
and daily variations in soil temperature aid this process. Fo
ubiquitous 2,4,6-TNT mine, the prevalent trace signal is from
DNT, which is more volatile than TNT and is present in
military-grade explosive as a contaminant. It is this “odor sig
ture” that a dog actually detects, rather than the bulk explo
f215g.

The mass of explosive-related compounds in contaminate

Fig. 30 Corresponding to Fig. 29, computed instantaneous
motion of a scalar contaminant in the aerodynamic wake of a
simulated human †372‡, „a… median plane and „b… dorsal plane
keabove a buried mine was found to be on the order of tens of
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micrograms/kilogram of soil. 2,4-DNT vapor is also present in
boundary layer directly above a typical anti-personnel mine
only at a concentration of perhaps 100 picograms/ liter at eq
rium under ideal atmospheric conditions, and such condition
not usualf387g.

Overall, then, the chances are bleak of sniffing explos
related vapor in the air above a buried mine. Anecdotal evid
from dog handlers that their dogs air-scented landmines at
must describe extraordinary rather than usual circumstances

Soil particles, though, are another matter, since they ca
thousand-fold higher concentration of explosive-related sign
dog’s ability to stir up, inspire, and probably desorb trace ch
cals from such particles was discussed in Sec. 4.3.1 an
f103,166g. Some developers of landmine sniffers also attem
take advantage of soil particles by thermally desorbing tr
from the soil using laser radiation before sniffingf388g, by dis-
turbing loose particles using air jetsf310,384g or ultrasonics
f389g, or by collecting particles electrostaticallyf390g.

Finally, Mineseeker.comf391g floats a mini blimp over a min
efield and uses radar to locate landmines. One could low
elephantlike sampling trunk with assisting air jets almos
ground level and sniff for them as well.

6.5 Biohazard Detection.The topic of sniffing for bioaero
sols was introduced in Sec. 3.1, including some unique sam
and detection problems and the issue of distinguishing bi
agents from the natural airborne background. Chemical plum
one way of dispersing biowar agents—were likewise covere
Sec. 3.3.3 and aerobiology was introduced in Sec. 1.1. Fu
references are also available on sampling biological aer
f106,108g, biosensorsf392g, and chemical and biological terro
ism f12g.

Consider the anthrax letters that were mailed in the Un
States in late 2001. Finely powdered anthrax spores in ord
paper envelopes became airborne due to handling, costing s
lives and contaminating two large mail-handling facilitiesf393g.
Postal delivery-bar-code sorters squeezed the air and spores
the envelopes by belts and rollers. 1mm–3 mm anthrax spore
can pass easily through the 20mm pores of a typical paper env
lope even if it remains unopened. Tearing open an anthrax-
envelope was found to cause massive airborne contaminatio

The Northrop-Grumman Corporation, Baltimore, MD, sub
quently developed a biohazard detection systemsBDSd for the
U.S. Postal Service to detect any such future attacks upo
postal system. BDS compresses mail to force the air out of e
lopes and captures it in a sampling hood positioned over the
pinch point in the mail processing operation. From the sam
airflow a Spincon high-volume liquid-based cyclone collector
quires biological particles and uses the polymerase chain rea
and DNA matching to detect the trace presence of such spec
Bacillus anthracisin the mail. BDS is a fully automated syste
that sounds an alert when a biohazard is detected.

7 Other Applications

7.1 Medical Diagnosis.Since the beginning of medicine, h
man body and breath odors have been used to diagnose d
f394,395g. Dozens of diseases are known by their characte
odors, such as acetone breath from diabetesf396g, the putrid odo
of scurvy, and the sour odor that precedes mononucleosisf397g.
Also included are characteristic odors due to chemical poiso
and substance abuse, and even schizophreniaf398g. The popula
press has made much of pet dogs purportedly sniffing out c
in their owners. However, lacking quantification and in the fac
modern laboratory analysis, olfaction in medical diagnosis
languished.

One reason for this is that most methods of artificial olfac
for medical diagnosis are intrusive and slow. Dravnieks e
f314,349g and Distelheim and Dravnieksf399g used a “body tube

sampler sSec. 6.3.1d and gas chromatographsGCd-mass-
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spectrometric analysis. Cotton swabs, breath bagsf400,401g, and
skin headspace collectorsf402,403g all work without the need fo
actual sniffing.

Gardner and Bartlettf9g speculated that “Perhaps in the fut
the electronic nose will be able to sniff the human body
rectly…” That future has already arrived in the form of por
that sample the human thermal plume, Sec. 6.3
f83,120,124,357,371g. However, modern nonintrusive portal te
nology has yet to be applied outside the realm of explosive
detection for security screening.

Nonetheless there is considerable recent activity in artificia
faction for medical diagnosis, mostly using only intrusive s
pling methods. Applications include staph, strep, and e-coli in
tions, breath signals for uremia and liver cirrhosis, urinary
infections, tuberculosis, and airway inflammationf9,404,405g.
Continuous e-nose monitoring of disease stages and global d
surveillance have been suggestedf406g but not yet realized.

Clearly, modern sniffing for medical diagnosis still has m
hurdles to overcome, as described by Persaud, Pisanell
Evans f407g. Despite its enormous potential, this applicatio
presently more driven by sensor research and developmentf392g
than by sampling issues, and there is not yet a commercial
ization even of a breath analyzer. The medical arena is a dif
one; human variations can produce different odors from the
disease, misdiagnoses are bad news, and chemical interfere
common. Also the funding tends to favor therapeutic rather
diagnostic instrument development. Finally, even though cu
lab analyses of blood samples and cultures take days, any re
ment technology must at least achieve the accuracy of the c
methods.

7.2 Leak Detection.Wand-type leak-detector sniffer prob
Fig. 31 f408g, were discussed in Sec. 3.2.4 and elsewhere.
have very broad industrial applications in leak-testing turb
condensers, heat exchangers, tanks, refrigerant systems, an
lines. Explosive rocket propellant leaks must be found, as
leaking solvents or fuels that pose fire, explosion, or environ
tal hazards. Natural gas leaks are expensive as well as dang

Usually a hand-held sniffer probe acquires a sample by su
and conveys it to a sensor such as a helium or flame-ioniz
detector. The sampling time rises rapidly with the hose length
for long hoses of typical 1-cm-or-less diameter it becomes
hibitive. Example calculations for sensitivity, standoff distan
linear speed of probe motion, response time, and calibratio
given in f139g.

Some other sniffer types are not hand held, but rather ve
mounted. In one case, Boreal Laser’s aircraft-mounted Gas
erAB system is flown over natural gas pipelines, sampling

Fig. 31 „a… Schlieren image of an acetone vapor leak cascad-
ing downward and being inhaled „arrow … by the snout of the
Cogniscent artificial nose „b… a hand-held, wand-type sniffer
probe is used to search for a natural gas leak, visualized by
large-field schlieren optics †46,408,411‡
analyzing the air for leaks. Dogs are also trained to sniff for gas
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Hand-held sniffer probes are accurate and sensitive, but se

ing is slow and coverage of large areas is labor intensive. B
field standoff optical methods can supplement probe detectio
covering large areas quickly at reduced sensitivity levels. At
three such approaches have been suggested:s1d IR thermograph
f409g, which depends upon a thermal difference between lea
gas and the ambient air and usually only examines ground s
tures;s2d Schlieren imagingf46,410,411g, which requires a sma
refractive-index difference but images the air itself rather than
ground; ands3d laser absorptionf412g, which can detect isothe
mal airborne leak plumes but requires expensive and cumbe
equipment.

8 Summary and Future Directions

8.1 Summary. For convenience, the high points of this to
of the world of sniffers are repeated in list form:

1. Little previous effort has been spent on the biofluid dyn
ics of sniffing or on the design of sniffers for artificial olfa
tion.

2. Nature favors energy-efficient faired bellmouth-type in
rather than sharp-edged holes.

3. Brief air-jet impingement is the principal means of libera
trace particles from surfaces for detection by sniffing.

4. The proper model for airflow about the human body in
air is the human thermal boundary layer and plume, no
“personal activity cloud.”

5. Plumes bearing chemical traces can be classified and u
stood based on their buoyancy and momentum.

6. Nature teaches proximity sniffing, but the most advan
natural nostrils, such as the variable-geometry dog’s n
also use exhaled air jets to enhance the reach and pa
uptake of the process.

7. A vertebrate does not require variable-geometry exte
nares in order to be macrosmatic, but several of those e
ined here do have them. We know something of their fu
tion in dogs, but almost nothing in the case of other anim

8. The natural narial sampling orifice of terrestrial vertebr
is typically either round, inverse-comma shaped, or
shaped.

9. A proboscis, nostril, and mobile platform are required
vertebrate sniffing, but proboscis length is only weakly c
strained by nature, as demonstrated by the elephan
kiwi.

10. Small turbomachines can move fluids for olfaction m
effectively than nature’s usual bellows action.

11. Macrosmatic terrestrial vertebrates usually have large
trils for high airflow rates and long straight snouts to p
vide enough space for both the olfactory and the
conditioning apparatus.

12. None of the animals can afford the time to collect and
desorb odorants. They acquire the odorant by sensor
generating neuronal signals that are sent directly to
brain in real time.

13. The peak mammalian sniff rate of a few hertz igno
higher-frequency information, such as some of that
tained in chemical plumes. This suggests that a man-m
continuously-inhaling sniffer could gain an advantage
frequency response by not having to accommodate res
tion.

14. For olfactory sensor chamber design the best model
fish: simple, elegant, and not complicated by dual
Mounting the sensor chamber off to the side, as in the d
nose, appears just to be nature’s way of accommod
olfaction with respiration.

15. Reynolds analogy plays an important role in olfactory

sor chamber design.
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16. Mankind’s worst enemy, the mosquito, has received
attention from fluid dynamicists.

17. Invertebrates who track chemical plumes use the Rey
number to control the effective porosity of their anten
sensor hairs during sniffing.

18. We can understand a lot about natural sniffers but no
because biomimicry is a sort of reverse engineering:
final product is available, but no logical path is reveale
get there.

19. Compared to nature, the sniffers now used in man-m
detectors and artificial noses are almost devoid of sop
cation. Several possibilities are suggested for their
provement.

20. Vapor and particle sampling are both important in natu
well as in artificial olfaction.

21. In people sniffing, the human thermal plume is a na
whole-body sampler, from the toes to the top of the he

22. The human aerodynamic wake has been characteriz
least initially, by both experiments and computations.

23. Modern nonintrusive portal technology for sniffing peo
has yet to be applied to medical diagnosis or anything
outside the realm of explosive trace detection for sec
screening.

24. This paper has collected scattered information and ha
sociated diverse fields in the hope of establishing a “n
topic in biofluid dynamics.

8.2 Future Directions. Future directions for the further u
derstanding and development of sniffers are summarized i
following list:

1. Study the nostril aerodynamics of the rabbit, rat, and o
sum in order to broaden the present knowledge of na
sniffing systems.

2. Carry out an experimental and computational fluid-dyna
study of an eel’s or shark’s olfactory capsule as a prim
example for sensor chamber design in artificial olfactio

3. Study the internal aerodynamics of the dog’s nose by
ticle image velocimetrysPIVd measurements and CFD sim
lation as another important example for artificial olfac
sensor chamber design.

4. Carry out flow visualization, PIV velocity measureme
and a CFD simulation of the airflow around the upper
man body, breathing zone, exhaled jets, cough, and sn

5. Perform turbulent and unsteady-flow CFD simulations o
flow inside the human and dog’s nose.

6. Gain a better understanding of mosquito aerodynamics
effects of ambient wind, mosquito plume tracing, and po
tial aerodynamic strategies to defeat mosquito host loca

7. Beginning at the fundamental level, examine current
prospective new artificial sniffer types in terms of practi
ity, efficiency, proper use of fluid-dynamic principles, a
the performance criteria stated in Sec. 5.1.3.

8. Conduct research to better understand jet-assisted olfa
9. Study more effective means of aerodynamic sniffer isola

from the effects of an ambient breeze.
10. Develop ways to replace the present adsorb-de

analyze-detect cycle with more direct olfactory sensing
in nature.

11. Develop flexible, controllable “elephant trunk” snouts
land-based robot sniffers in order to improve their olfac
mobility and performance by aiming their trunks at lo
regions of interest.

12. Apply modern nonintrusive portal sampling technolog
human medical diagnosis.

13. Produce an educational film on the fluid mechanics of s
plumes, skin flakes, and the aerodynamics of scentin

the dog handler and the artificial nose user.
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Finally, various studies and working groups have made sim
suggestions for future research, including more study of mam
lian olfaction, sampling, and preconcentrationf205g, biomimetic
sensing focused on distributed low-cost sensorsf48g, factories o
the future filled with cheap tiny olfactory and other sensorsf413g,
rapid wristwatch-sized biodetectorsf414g, low-power, distributed
unattended, miniaturized remote sensors, robotic “insects”
onboard sampling and sensors, and rat packs with global pos
ing system transponders trained to detect explosives in city s
f48g. Some of this speculation is far fetched, but we can rea
ably expect that sniffers will eventually no longer bead hocaf-
terthoughts in artificial olfaction, as they are now in almost e
case. Small, portable, inexpensive e-noses with integral sn
will eventually become common useful tools, although tra
canine detectors will not soon become obsolete. The genet
tectives, e.g.,f237,415g, will also have more to say about t
origin and function of the various noses reviewed here. M
while fluid dynamicists have a lot of interesting work to do on
topic.
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